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properly preparing Peace Corps Volunteers for service in
Kirghizstan. Your time of service in Kirghizstan will be of
great benefit to the people of that historic land.
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and the people of the United States. Your gift of yourself
is truly appreciated.
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John P. Hogan
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Preface
This book is intended to be used in a competency-based language
training program. A competency-based approach to language training is
one which focuses on the specific tasks that learners will need to
accomplish through language. This approach focuses not only on language,
but also on the cultural context and purpose of communication. Some
competencies are closely tied to work tasks, such as reporting an absence,
explaining a procedure, or making an appointment with a supervisor.
Others reflect basic survival needs like buying food, handling emergencies,
and using local transportation. Still other competencies are part of
ordinary social transactions, such as discussing home and family,
requesting clarification, or expressing likes and dislikes. The competencies
includeed in this book are those which we anticipate Peace Corps
Volunteers will need most during their initial months in the country.
The competency-based approach is particularly well-suited to adult
learners, who bring many advantages to the languageclassroom. First,
they are experienced learners whose cognitive skills are fully developed.
This means that they can make generalizations, understand semantic and
syntactic relationships and integrate the new language into their already
developed first language. Second, adult learners are self-directed and
independent. They have strong feelings about how and what theyneed to
learn, and they take responsibility for that learning. Finally, adult
learners--especially Peace Corps Volunteers--are highly motivated. They
understand the importance of being able to communicate in the new
language in this new endeavor they have undertaken.
The competency-based approach takes advantage of these strengths that
adults have as language learners. First, it is designed to be relevant.
Because lessons are based directly on the needsof the learner, there
should be no doubt as to their usefulness. Those which are not relevant
should be omitted, and any essential competencies which have been
overlooked should be added. (It is expected that further needs
assessments will be conducted in order to plan revisions to this text).
Second, basing instruction on competencies means thatgoals are clear and
concrete. The learners know what success will look like from the start and
can assess their own progress toward mastery of the competencies. Third,
competency-based language programs are flexible in terms of time,
learning style, and instructional techniques. There is no need to linger
over a lesson once mastery of a competency has been demonstrated and,
within program constraints, extra time can be devoted to moredifficult
competencies. Lessons can--and should be-- taught through a variety of

techniques, since different learners benefit from different kinds of
approaches. And there is always room for experimenting with new
methods, combining them with more familiar ones.

is hoped that, with the help of trained Peace Corps language instructors,
this book will provide the basis for interesting, relevant language
instruction which will enable new Peace Corps Volunteers to function
effectively in their new surroundings and to begin the process of
continuing their language learning throughout their time of service.
It
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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE KIRGHIZ LANGUAGE

0.1

Kirghiz is the official language of the Republic of Kirghizstan, or as the Kirghiz say, "The
Kirghiz Republic" (Kuprbt3 Pecny6rimacht). Kirghiz is also spoken by groups of Kirghiz

living in the neighboring republics of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan. There are
also large numbers of Kirghiz located in Xinjiang (Northwest China) and in Turkey. No
reliable account of the total number of the Kirghiz exists.

According to Soviet statistics, which tended to underestimate the numbers for the
indigenous population in the non-Russian republics, in Kirghizstan itself the Kirghiz
comprise 52% of the total population of approximately 4.6 million. Nearly 20% belong to
groups ethnically related to the Kirghiz: Uzbeks, Kazakhs,Tatars and Uighurs. The rest
are Russians, Ukrainians, Germans and others.
0.2

The Kirghiz language belongs to the family of the Turkic languages, which together with
Mongolian, Manchu-Tungus, and possibly Korean and Japanese, are a part of the Altaic
Language Family.

Within the Turkic languages, Kirghiz occupies a special position. Most scholars include
Kirghiz in the Central or Kipchak Turkic language sub-group along withKazakh,
Karakalpak and Nogay. However, Kirghiz displays many linguistic peculiarities not shared

by other members of the Kipchak Turkic group. For example, Kirghiz observes lawsof
of Turkic
labial harmony, similar to those prevailing in Altay (Oyrot), spoken by a group
peoples living in the Altai mountains northeast of Kirghizstan. Therefore, theRussian
he
scholar N.A. Baskakov classified Kirghiz together with Altai into a special group which
called the Kirghiz-Kipchak sub-group. Other scholars (J. Benzing, Karl H. Menges)also

agree that the history of the Kirghiz people andcertain characteristics of their language
indicate a closer connection with Altay (Oyrot).

0.3

Major Characteristics of Kirghiz
0.3.1 Agglutination: Stems and Suffixes
Kirghiz, like all other Turkic languages, is an agglutinative language. Agglutination(<Latin

ad+glutinare "to glue together") in the Turkic languages means to add ("glue") monofunctional suffixes to simple unchangeable stems, identical with base words, orderived
stems. The suffixes form words and expressgrammatical concepts such as plural, cases,
possession, etc.
Peace Corps
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Agglutination occurs also in the inflectional Indo-European languages,but in contrast to the

Turkic languages the suffixes added are poly-functional.For example, the ending s
English denotes two functions: a) plural, as in gardens, b)genitive, as in garden's. T.', is
also to be noted that English does not solely rely on agglutinationin forming grammatical
concepts. The plural, for example, can also berendered through vowel changes: mouse:
mice; child: children, etc.

In contrast to English, the Turkic principle of agglutination, asit also applies to Kirghiz, is
strikingly regular and consistent. Suffixes in Kirghiz consisteither of a closed or an open
syllable with either We or "JAI WO as basic vowels. An exceptionis the verbal noun suffix
-yy / -yy (see p. 37). Suffixes formed by onevowel or one consonant are rare.

As a rule, Kirghiz stems or base words are alsomono-syllabic, e.g., 6aur "head", Ken- "to
come".

0.4

RULES FOR ADDING SUFFIXES TO STEMS
When adding suffixes to stems, Kirghiz follows certainmorphological and phonological
rules:

0.4.1 Division between Verbs (verbal stems) and Nouns (nominal stems):
In terms of suffixation the Kirghiz vocabulary is strictlydivided between nouns and verbs.
Only two kinds of suffixes exist: suffixes to be added toverbal stems and suffixes to be
added to nominal stems. In order to visualize the strict separationbetween nouns and verbs
it has been the practice to designate verbal stems with aminus (-) sign and nominal stems
with a plus (+) sign. A verbal stem corresponds to theinfinitive of an English verb.
Examples:
a-r

"name"

aT +blM+

"my name"

ken-

"to come"

Ken-14111-

"to come together; to agree"

Ken-14111-14M+ -

"agreement"

oKy-T-

"to make study, i.e., to teach"

oKy-myw+

"studied"

oKy-

"to study"

oKy-mytu-Kryy "scholar, learned person"
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0.4.2 Phonological Rules: Laws of Vowel Harmony and
r^nsonant Assimilation
In addition ;.3 the above rule of distinguishing between verbal and nominal stems and
suffixes, Kirghiz also employs rules of vowel harmony and consonant assimilation when
adding suffixes to verbal and nominal stems.

0.4.2.1 Palatal-Velar Vowel Harmony
Kirghiz divides all vowels into palatal (front) and velar (back) vowels:

ey

a) front vowels:

e (3)

41

b) back vowels:

a

bl o y

In a Kirghiz word, i.e., stem plus suffixes, only front vowels or back vowels can occur,
but never a mixture of the two. The stem vowel determines the quality of the vowels in the
suffixes (progressive assimilation). If the stem contains a back vowel, all following vowels
have to be back vowels too. The same rule applies for stems with a front vowel:
Examples:
"my daughter"

Kh13+

"daughter"

3He+

"mother"

3He+m+Ete

ce3+

"word"

ain-

"to know"

ce3+Thep+ztex "from the words"
"to let know, to express"
6mn-mip61u-1-m4p-ea.

"at my mother"

"it expresses".

Note:
The quality of the vowels added to a foretn noun is determined by the vowel in thelast
syllable:
ruianeKT

"dialect"

umanek-r+-rep

"dialects"

ckolle-rmka

"phonetics"

clmieTmka+ribm

"phonetical".

0.4.2.2 Labial Harmony I
The above rules of palatal-velar harmony have to be observed first, before thefollowing
rules of labial harmony can be applied.

r-`

Peace Corps
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After stems containing either a front (e, y) or aback (o, y) labial, suffixes with the basic
vowel bl or x change the latter to thecorresponding labial y or y.

Examples:
oil

"thought"

oil+cy3 (<Cb13/CI43 "without") "thoughtless"

1093

"eye"

1:03-1-Cy3

"without eyes, i.e., blind"

0.4.2.3 Labial Harmony II (Labial Attraction)
effects of
This law is an extension of the above rulesof Labial Harmony I, extending the
labialization also on the suffix vowels a/e,which are charged into o and e respectively,
after a preceding o, e and y. Note: nolabial attraction takes place after y.
Examples:
KOJI+

"arm, hand",

KOJI-4-110p

;Ken+ "road",

ACOJI+,110

but: oKyy+ "studying",

oKyy+ra

(<+nap) "a..-ms, hands"

loc.case) "on the road"

(<+ra dat.case) "for studying"

0.4.2.4 Consonant Assimilation
When adding suffixes with the initial consonantsn (1), Ft (n), a (d), r (g), 6 (b) to stems
ending in voiceless consonants, liquidsand nasals, Kirghiz assimilates the initial suffix
indicated with each
consonant to the stem final consonant.These consonant changes will be
suffix introduced in the followingmaterials.

0.5

ORDER OF SUCCESSION OF SUFFIXES
Word-forming suffixes are added first tothe stems, followed by grammatical suffixes
(plural, prossessive, case suffixes, etc.)
Examples:

Peace Corps

oKy-

"to study"

oKy-myta+
oKy-mym+Tyy

"studying"
"scientist, scholar"

oKy-myin+Tyy+nap

"scholars"

oKy-mym+Tyy+nap+bi6br3

"our scholars"

oky-mytn-i-Tyy+nap+b16b13+nb11

"of our scholars"
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In noun formations a case suffix occupies the final position. In verb formationsthe
negative suffix -6a-/-6e (>-na-/-ne-, etc.) is added first to simple or derived verb stems.
Ken- "to come"

Ken-Km- "to come together; to agree"

Ken-6e- "not to come"

Ken- Mm -ne- "not having agreed"

oKy- "to read"
oKy-T-na- "not to teach"

oKy-6a- "not to read"

0.6

THE KIRGHIZ ALPHABET
0.6 . 1

General Remarks

During the course of their history the Kirghiz have used a number of scripts. Theirfirst
alphabet was the Orkhon-Yenisey script, also called the Turkic Runic script,whicn
survived in inscriptions on funeral and memorial stones dating back to the 8th century AD.
The "Runic" script was also used by other Turkic peoples probably until the10th century
AD. From that time on most Turkic peoples gradually adopted the Arabicalphabet in
connection with their conversion to Islam. It is not known what script the Kirghizused
until Islam reached them too, which happened only in the 19th century.
The Arabic script which the Kirghiz started to use in the 19th century wasmodified in 1923
and signs were introduced to distinguish the vowels o, u, and 45, it. In 1927the Kirghiz,
together with all other Turkic peoples of the former Soviet Union, adopted a commonLatin
alphabet. This alphabet was replaced in 1941 by the Cyrillic, with a few additionalletters
today. A
for sounds non-existing in Russian: e, y, and it The Cyrillic alphabet is still used
decision has, however, been made to switch in the future to the Latin script.

1
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O. 6 . 2

Kirghiz Alphabet and Rules of Pronunciatior.
Aa [a]

like a in English gun

fib [b]

like b in English band

BB [w]

like w in English wise

Tr [g]

like g in English go

[d]

liked in English door

Ee [el

like e in English pen

Ee [yo]

like yo in English yoke

Ac,./gc [dB

like j in English jam

33 [z]

like z in English zoo

NH [1]

like i in English kiss

[y]

like y in English yes

KK [q]

[k]

Peace Corps

is pronounced back with back vowel: Jars

is pronounced front with front vowels: Loa

Ila [l]

like 1 in English cold.

MM [m]

like m in English me

He [n]

like n in English now

Ha [0]

like the combination of ng in English hunger

Oo [o]

like o in English wrong

Oo [o]

like umlaut din German

fin [p]

like p in English plum

Pp [r]

like r in English rose but front

Cc [s]

like s in English sun

TT [t]

like t in English tan

Yy [u]

like u in English cool

Yy

like umlaut ii in German

04) [f]

like f in English jar

Xx [h]

like !tin English hard

[ts]

occurs only in Russian loan words

[t]

pronounced like ch in English change

Illm [t]

like sh in English shall

Inca WI

occurs only in Russian loan words

h6

hard sign, occurs only in Russian loan words

bid [i]

like i in English pit, but short

bb

soft sign, occurs in only Russian loan words

33 [e]

occurs only in word initial position,pronounced like e

10ro [yu]

like vu in English you

As [ya]

like ya in English yard

6
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0.7

Parts of Speech
Nouns
0.7.1
0.7.1.1 Declension of Nouns
in
Kirghiz has six cases: nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, locative and ablative. As
With
other languages, cases show the relationship of nouns to other words in the sentence.
the exception of the nominative, which has no case marker, all other cases areformed by

adding case suffixes to noun stems (aT "horse") or derived noun formations(a-r+-rap+bno
"my horses"). A case suffix is the last suffix to be added to nouns. Itfollows plural and
possessive suffixes (a-r-i--rap+bm4+a "to my horses").

The nominative functions as the subject of the sentence: mg-um Ke.rum "theteacher
came." The genitive is used to express definite ownership, e.g. "the teacher'shouse" is
(teacher-of; house-his). The dative case renders
rendered in Kirghiz oKyryyny+Hrt
direction, expressed in English by the prepositions: "to, into, towards." Theaccusative
states the definite direct object. The locative indicateslocation, rendered in English by the
prepositions "in, at, on." The ablative expresses separation (English "from").

0.7.2 Verbs
0.7.2.1 Tenses
Tenses are formed in Kirghiz from verbal nouns (e.g. Ken-rex+) towhich personal
pronouns or possessive suffixes are added.

In past tense formations, Kirghiz does not emphasize the action itself butthe physical
establish
position of the speaker in regard to the action. It is more important in Kirghiz to
where the speaker was when the action happened. Was he/she an eyewitness ordid he/she
whether the speaker
only hear about the action? If the latter is the case, then the question of
heard about it from reliable or unreliable sources must be answered. Itis also important to

indicate a past action or situation of which the speaker had no previousknowledge but
learned later about through reliable sources. In each instance, the speaker'sposition is
clearly defined by different past tense formations.

Future tenses differentiate between the speaker's perception of whether anaction will
definitely take place or whether its execution is doubtful.

Peace Corps
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0.8

WORD ORDER
The basic word order in a Kirghiz sentence is subject-object-predicate.

The predicate, either noun or verb predicate, stands at the end of the sentence.The
predicate includes the person/subject:
Kellum

"(I saw) he/she/it came" (lit.: came-he)

oicyyttymyit

"I am a teacher" (lit.: teacher-I)

Direct and indirect objects precede the predicate. Expressions of time andlocality precede
the objects or, in their absence, are placed before the predicate-subject.

Noun subjects, placed at the beginning of the sentence, are only necessary toidentify the
third person predicate-subject, because Kirghiz, like all other Turkiclanguages, does not
distinguish gender (see 0.9.1):

0.9

KaT xa3abt

"he/she/it wrote a letter" (lit.: letter wrote-he/she/it)

Fynnapa KaT

"Gulnara wrote a letter."

MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN KIRGHIZ AND ENGLISH

0.9.1 Kirghiz has no grammatical gender. It does not distinguish betweenfemale, male or neutral
forms. Depending on the context the third person singular pronoun air maybe translated as
"he, she or it." Similarly, the third person in tense formations may bereferring to "he, she
or it". The third person possessive suffix asin lanv6m does not differentiate between "his,
her or its book."

0.9.2 Kirghiz has neither a definite article ("the") nor an indefinitearticle ("a, an"). Only the
context indicates whether or not to translate a noun with apreceding definite or indefinite
article.

0.9.3 Kirghiz has no auxiliary verb "to have (not)." Instead, it usesthe phrase "my-so-and-so
exists (does not exist) ": yti+ym bap (;Kox) "my house exists (does notexist)", i.e., "I have
(not) a house."

Peace Corps
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0.9.4 Kirghiz has no modal verbs such as English "can, could, may, might,will, shall, should,

must." Each of these words requires a rephrasing in Kirghiz. For example:"I must go" is
rendered as "my going is necessary" 6ap -yy +M (or: 6ap-b1Ln+bi1l) KepeK."I can go"
translates into 6ap-yy+m mymKyn "my going is possible" or 6ap-aanaMb!H/anaM.
Various constructions are also used to express English: shall, will, want:
"I want to go" (lit.: "my desire to go has come");
6ap-rm+m Ken.nm
6ap-al tbni

"I will go".

0.9.5 Kirghiz has no verb "to need". The English phrase "I need bread" isexpressed as "to me
bread is necessary": Mara Han KepeK.

0.9.6 Although direct imperative forms exist, Kirghiz frequently refrainsfrom using them in
polite speech. A command will be rendered as advice: "if you do so,it would be good"
meaning "you should do it", e.g., ytlre 6apcalibm ;Kamm 6onoT.

0.9.7 instead of prepositions Kirghiz uses postpositions requiring specific casesuffixes of the
preceding noun as, e.g., kiltfux "after":
"after school".

mewren+Tex (abl.) KI411141-1

0.9.8 For expressing adverbs of manner like "always, fast, unexpectedly,"Kirghiz makes use of
verb compounds consisting of the main verb in a converbial-0,0n/-(v4)n or -a/-e form
followed by a verb denoting a movement of the human body ("to come, to go, to run,to
give, to take", etc.) which describes how the action expressedin the converbial form
proceeds:
Byrt meKTenTe oKyn xypmyll

"I study (icy some time) at this school"
(lit.: I study and go on, doing so).

0.9.9 Finally, Kirghiz has neither dependent clauses, nor does it havesubordinating conjunctions

("when, before, after, since, while, that, which, who, " etc.).The English dependent
clause "when he came" is rendered as "at (his) coming": Ken- reH +ne.

Likewise, English relative clauses correspond in Kirghiz to attributivephrases: "a letter
which was written" translates into "having written letter": ;Ka 3btr1 -ran KaT.

Peace Corps
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Topic 1
TOPIC 1:

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION
CULTURE NOTE:

The Kirghiz

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To exchange greetings and inquiries of well-being

2.

To introduce and identify oneself

3.

To ask for permission to enter

4.

To ask for permission to leavejto say goodbye

Peace Corps
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Topic 1

THE KIRGHIZ
Very little is known about the earliest history of the Kirghiz. In an inscription, written on a funeral

stone in 732 AD, the Kirghiz people are mentioned as having become thesubjects of another
Turkic people, the nomadic Kok Turks. At that time the Kirghiz lived north of the Kok Turks, in
By
the region of the upper Yenisey River. They were hunters and to a certain extent cattle breeders.
845 AD the Kirghiz established themselves in the realm of their former masters who hadbeen

overthrown in 742 AD by the Uygurs, another nomadic Turkic tribe. The Kok Turks and Uygurs
who had ruled their domains from the Ottikan mountain region, located between the rivers Orkhon
and Selenga in present-day Northwestern Mongolia, maintained throughout their history a war and
trade relationship with China. This relationship was not continued by the Kirghiz, who are rarely

mentioned in Chinese records. It seems that they kept themselves away from Chinese interference
and influence.

In 940 AD the Kirghiz were driven out of Northern Mongolia by the Kitay, a Mongolianpeople,
and returned to the Yenisey region which they appeared to have kept under their control. The next
major event in the history of the Kirghiz is their expulsion from the Yenisey into theAltay
mountains by the Mongols of Chinghiz Khan in the 13th century. Only in the 16th centurydid the

Kirghiz arrive in their present habitat, the mountain territory of Kirghizstan. Around 1750 the
Kalmuks, another Mongol tribe who lived east of the Kirghiz in present-day northwestern parts of
Xinjiang, brought indescribable devastation to the region during a series of wars with theKirghiz.
Between 1860-1870 the Kirghiz were conquered by the Russians.

In 1916 the Kirghiz joined all other Turkic peoples in a revolt against Russiandomination. Their
best lands and pastures had been taken away and handed over to Russian settlers. The plan was to
They
have Kirghizstan become a region of only Russian settlers. In despair the Kirghiz revolted.
of the
had no modern weapons and the Russians killed them in large numbers. The full records
massacres were not allowed to become public knowledge;only now, after the Kirghiz have gained
of
their independence in 1991, are accounts being published. According to one source, two out

every three Kirghiz perished during the massacres of 1916.There are descriptions of some
wlyN
localities where within two days all men above the age of fifteen were killed. Those Kirghiz
only to
could escape fled to Fastern Turkistan (now Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, China).

encounter another disaster -- starvation. When those who survivedreturned to Kirghizman they
of Soviet
had to face the revolution, the ensuing years of war-communism and the establishment
colonial rule. During 1929-1932 when Stalin enforced his policy of collectivizationand
sedentarization, the Kirghiz, like the Kazakhs, suffered great losses and weredeprived of the
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foundations of their nomadic culture. From 1935-1938,during Stalin's purges of the non-Russian
intelligentsia, the Kirghiz, too, lost a large number oftheir writers and intellectuals.

The history of the Kirghiz is a tragic one. They wereoften on the verge of total destruction,but
again and again they rose to their feet and survived.They can rightfully say : "We are theKirghiz,
we died a thousand deaths, butlive a thousand lives." Through all theirdifficulties the Kirghiz
gained strength from their remarkable epic poem,Manas. It has been said that the Kirghiz never
elected a common leader (kaghan/khan) to rule overall their tribes. What united them wasthe spirit
of the hero Manas upon whom the Kirghiz came tolook upon as their savior. The epic itselfis the
creation of generations of a special groupof oral poets, called manasei (singers of the epos
Manas). In the course of time the epic grew in size. One version recorded from themanasei

Sayakbay Karalayev has over half a million verselines. It surpasses, in volume, the Iliadwith
15,693 and the Odyssey with 12,110 lines, aswell as the Indian epos Mahabharata. Sofond were
the Kirghiz of their hero Manas that theycreated songs of almost equal lengthabout Manas' son
and grandson, Semetey and Seytek.

The epos Manas can be called an encyclopediain verses of the history, life and cultureof the
nomadic Kirghiz. The epos reflects upon historicalevents, mentioning also those relatedin the

inscription of 732 AD. It depicts the everydaylife of the Kirghiz nomads, as well as thegrandiose
gatherings, memorial feasts ((IS), weddings (toy)and other festivities in which membersof all
Kirghiz tribes and the neighboring Kazakhswould participate. A highlight of thesefestivities were
contests of physical strength, horse races, wrestling and archery competitions, andintellectual

contests, namely poetical contests (ayta )between poet-singers, in which their ability toimprovise

was tested.
In recent years the tradition of festive gatheringshas been revived, and many memorialfeasts have
been organized in honor of those who losttheir lives during the repressive Stalin years.It is also
worthwhile to note that, as in the past, these festivities arecommunity affairs. However, in line
with modern times, for each feast specialfunds have been designated to which everyoneis invited
to contribute. Such funds have alsobeen established for other social needs, such as support for

orphans and families with many children,invalids and other groups of the society in need of
support during the transition from aplanned to a market economy.

Peace Corps
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I.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To exchange greetings and inquiries of well-being
Classroom
PCV and Kirghiz (male) teacher

CanamaTcbm6H, arms!
CanaTmaTquaux! Liffirep xalwait?

PCV:
T:
PCV:

PaxmaT, XaKILCbl.

VOCABULARY:
canamaT

healthy, well, safe and sound

canamaTch13

you are healthy, well

6b1

interrogative particle
greetings: How are you? (lit.: Are you healthy?)
state of health (here: I am fine; I amwell)

canamaTcbt36bi
canamaTimmbiK

arati

respectful address for a male teacher; form of addressfor a respected
elder (male)

Mill

business work

Hurrep

pural: works

Kannail
t4urrep xatutail

paxmaT

how
how is everything? how are you getting along? (lit.:how are
your works?)
thank, thanks

xcalatibt

fine, well

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Personal Pronouns:
Used independently

Used as personal endings

men

(1)

-NIMH/4114H; - myn/-mr-.1

cen

-C1,111/-Clai; -cyI/ -cyn

CM3

(you)
(you sing. polite form)

an

(he, she, it)

0

6M3

(we)

-61,13/-6143; -6y3/-6y3; -11b13/-T1143; -ny3/-ny3

-C1313/-043; -cy3/-cy3

cunep (you; plural form)

-cunap/-clinep; -cyttap/-cynep

cionep (you; plural polite form)

-cht3napi-cm3Rep; -cy3aap/-cy3ntep

anap

Peace Corps
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Use of Personal Endings:
The above personal endings, added to nouns or adjectives,render English phrases in the
present tense of "to be", whereby the verb "to be" (am,are) is not expressed. The verb "to
be" is found only in the past tense (see Chart 5).
Examples:
C3J1aMaTCb13

you are healthy (lit.: healthy-you)

Kblprb136b13

we are Kirghiz (lit.: Kirghiz-we)
he, she is a student (lit.: he/she student)

an CTylieHT
CT)7(eHTTIN3

AmepuKaltaumbix

eicynmyn
eKynRep6y3

we are students (lit.: students-we)
I am from America (lit: America-from-I)
I am a representative (representative-I)
we are representatives (representative- [plural] we)

The negation is formed with aniec "it is not": Kbiprbi3 3Mecr1143"we are not Kirghiz"; eKyn

3mecNoin "I am not a representative."

Interrogative Particle 6br:

Kirghiz uses the same sentence structure for statementsand questions. Questions which do
not contain question words ("who, what, which,when," etc.) are formed by adding the
n. c, T, W,
interrogative particle 6b1/6m; 6y/6y > mew, nyllly (after voiceless consonants K.
q) to the word which is questioned.
Examples:
canamarcbi36bi?

Peace Corps

are you well?

6yn turrenne

is this a book?

an cryReirmm?

is he (she) a student?

eKyncy3nep6y?

are you (p1.) representatives?

Khiprin 3mecru43614?

are we not Kirghiz?
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

T:
PCV:
T:

To introduce and identify oneself
Classroom
PCV and elderly Kirghiz teacher (female)

Amamcbmap6Ea mizap3ariap xaxa aiimmaap!
Canamarcu36u, 33ceKe!
Men Kblprb13 TRIM myrarmmm 6o7Iom. AmIM Aimaryn
OCMOH KLI3bI.

PCV:

CH3)H1 KepreHr 3 Ky6aHbmTyy6y3!

VOCABULARY:
amax

well, healthy

aMaHCb13

you are healthy/well

amaxcbtanap

you (plural) are healthy/well

amaxcbt3rtap6m

greeting: How are you!

mbtp3a (pl.: mup3artap)

sir, gentleman

;Kam

and

ailbtm (pl: atimmitap)

lady, miss, Mrs.
older sister
respectful form of address for an elderly lady

axe
9)KeKe

Kmprm3

a (the) Kirghiz

TIM

language, tongue
Kirghiz language (see p. 53)

Kuprbt3 THJI+H

myrarimm

teacher

Kmprbt3 ntn+m myrarimm+14 Kirghiz languageteacher (see p. 53)

6ort6ortom
aT
aT+bIM

to be

I am, I shall be
name

my name

OCMOH 1,113-1-b1

girl, daughter
daughter of Osmon (see p. 53)

Kep-

to see

Kb13

Kep -reli+

having seen (past participle)

Kep-rex+re

(dative) for having seen

Ky6aumnt

Peace Corps
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with happiness, happy, pleased (see p. 43)

ky6anbatwryy

we are glad, pleased
ky6anbitiTyy5y3
CI431114 (acc. case) keprefire ky6anbitrryy6y3 we arepleased to have met you

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Plural: +aapkaep
The plural suffix is +napt+nep. It is added directly to nouns beforepossessive and case suffixes
(see Chart 1, 2). The plural suffix can also be added to pronouns(see p. 13) and certain verbal
forms, and tenses e.g., the polite imperative form (see p. 17). Theplural suffix is used in twelve
variations, depending on the preceeding vowels and consonants:

after nouns ending in a vowel
after voiced consonants (ft, ft, M, 3, p, n)
after voicless consonants (lc n, c, T, in, q)

+napknep; +nopi+nep
+napi+nep; +nopknep
+rapi+Tep; +Topi+Tep

Note: After nouns ending in a vowel the suffix initial n- remainsunchanged.
Examples:
3xe+nep

Peace Corps

Mbip3a+nap

sisters
gentlemen

cit3+nep

you (polite)

nt3+nap

girls

tat ren+Tep

books

ce3+nep

words

aT+Tap

names
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COMPETENCY:
3.
SITUATION:

1

ROLES:

1

PCV:
T:
PCV:

To ask for permission to enter
Classroom
PCV and elderly Kirghiz professor

Accanom anetixym, axcaxan! Kmpyyre mymxy-H6y?
And -4xym accanam! Kmpi nun. Marrep laun xaarlart?
PaxMaT, arati, ;Kamm 3Mec.

VOCABULARY:
accanom anekkym

(<Arab) greeting for an elderly male person: peace be with you

anetlxym accanam

(<Arab) answer to above formula of greeting

axcawan

form of address for a respected elder man (lit.: white [grey] beard)
to enter, to go in, to come in
(verbal noun) entering

101P-YY

possible, feasible

myrincyx

1

is it possible? may I?

mymxyx6y

bad, badly
is not
not bad (lit.: it is not bad)

;Kaman
3Mec

;Kamm wee

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Imperative Forms:
speaker is
A polite imperative form used to direct a request to a single person older than the
formed by adding -blIMI3/-Mli143 > yny3/-yuy3 to verb stems ending in a consonant and
-1-11313/41343 > -1-ty3/-ity3 to verb stems ending in a vowel. If the request addresses severai

persons older than the speaker the pural suffix +napi+nep >1-napi+nep, etc. is added to
-b1111313/-14H143, etc. For the negative forms of the imperative see general remarks 0.5.

Examples:

Peace Corps

tarp -mR343(nep)!

"please come in (all of you)!"

1.34p-6e-trit3(nep)!

"please do not come in (all of you)!"

xan-bmb13(nap)!

"please stay (all of you)!"

kan-6a-Hb13(nap)!

"please do not stay (all of you)!"

oky-Hy3(nap)!

"please read (all of you)!"

oky-6a-Rbt3(nap)!

"please do not read (ail of you)!"
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In addition to the above polite form, Kirghiz also employsimperative forms for rendering
commands Jr requests directed to a person younger thanthe speaker. Here only the so-

called simple imperative form which is identical with the stemof the verb will be
introduced:

Examples:
Kip!

"enter!"

lip-6e!

Ken!

"come!"

Ken-6e!

:cop!

"see!"

Kep-6e!

Kep-ym!

"meet!"

Kep-ym-ne!

Peace Corps
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"do not come!"

"do not see!"
"do not meet!"
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4.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:
T:
PCV:
T:
PCV:

To ask for permission to leave/to say goodbye
Classroom
PCV and Kirghiz teacher

Arai, Kuprbm Twat ca6arbi Katiax 6onoT?
Ca6aK 3vreu caaT ytrre 6onoT.
Axua opTeu Kepyme6y3, are&
Xammat 6apbrabn!
CanaMarra KaBIARIA31.

VOCABULARY:
ca6aK
ca6ar-i-b1

Kattaii

6on6011 -oT

class

its class (see p. 53)
when
to be, to become
it will be

9p-rat

tomorrow

caaT

hour

yu

three

caaT ytrre

at three o'clock

alma

then, in that case

Kep-

to see

Kep-yin-

(joint action) to see each other, to meet

Kep-yrn-e6y3

we shall meet (lit.: see each other)

;Kamm! 6apbnibt3

to go
good-bye; good luck (said by the person who stays) (lit.: go well!)

canamaT+ra

in health

Kan-

to stay behind
good-bye (salt' by the person who is leaving) (lit.: stay in health)

6ap-

canamarra Ka.11bIlibl3

Peace Corps
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Present-Definite Future Tense
+ personal endings (p. 13).
-a/-e > -o/-e (after vowel
Note: 3. person singular has the personal marker -T The 3 person plural
is formed by adding first the cooperative suffix -(bOw-/-(m)m- to theverbal stem

Form:

followed by -a / - -e and the 3. person marker -T. (see Chart 6).

Examples:

Negative:

6ap-ambix

>6apam "I go, I will go"

6on-or
Kep-yul-e6y3

"he, she, it is, will be"
"we meet, will meet (see each other)"

6ap-6a-Hcbin

"you do not go, will not go"

xep-yin-6e-116y3

"we do not meet, will not see each other"

Interrogative: 6apars.i6b1

Note:

"will I go?"

The third person singular of the interrogative has a special form:

6ono6y

"will it be?"

;Kapati6br

"is it suitable?"

ice.ne6w

"does he come?"

Function:

The present-definite future tense renders an action which takes place now orwhich will
definitely take place in the future, i.e., the speaker is certain that the actionwill be executed.

PROVERB:
)KaKmbI 6oriyy MNtt Krute,
XamaH 6onyy 6Hp Kyxzle.

It takes a long time to earn a good reputation

And it takes no time to disgrace oneself.
(lit.: It takes thousand days to become good, It takes one day to becomebad.)

t)
Peace Corps
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TOPIC 2:

CONVERSATION WITH HOST COUNTERPART OR FAMILY
CULTURE NOTE:

The Kirghiz Family

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To describe own family

2.

To ask or answer personal information questions

3.

To ask about host/counterpart family

4.

To express gratitude

Peace Corps
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The Kirghiz Family
Traditionally, Kirghiz parents like to have manychildren. Today, however, large families are
usually only to be found in villages, onfarms, and among the shepherd families in themountains.
Families in Bishkek tend to be small withonly two or three children. The traditionalfamily also
included grandparents. Housing shortages andthe small sized govenment-built apartmentsin the
cities have caused a separation of the generations.Now more and more children in urbanfamilies
are growing up without or with little contact with their grandparents.Kirghiz intellectuals have
expressed their concern about this developmentwhich could weaken the transmissionof cultural
values. Reflecting upon his own childhood, ChingizAitmatov stated that "he who neverlistened to
in his life."
the stories of a grandmother is a culturalorphan. Something will always be missing
(Chingiz [Tshingis] Aitmatov, Mein Land,Fischerhude, 1988, p. 29).

The separation from their children andgrandchildren is also a serious issue for the grandparents
themselves. Although it does not seem to be as yet amajor problem, the number of olderpeople

living alone is increasing. Recently, the Kirghiz government included retirees, living by
themselves, into those groups of the populationneeding special assistance (lards',December 17,
1992, p. 4). During the transition periodfrom a planned to a market economy, the elderly, in
general, are suffering more than any other segmentof the society. Their life savings have beenlost

through rapid inflation and their pensions canhardly keep up with the rising prices forfood and
other necessities.

Another group of people frequently cited asbeing in need of help are single mothers and their
children. The number of families led by single mothers has been growing in urban regions.
Whether this affects Kirghiz families less or morethan other ethnic groups is difficult to say.No
statistics or studies are available, and we do notknow whether this fact is a trend or a temporary
occurrence caused by the hardshipsof the current economic situation.
previously not
Yet one connection between the presenteconomical conditions and a phenomenon
in Erkin
heard of can definitely be made: parentsabandoning their children. According to a report
the care of the
Too (November 13, 1992), in recent years morethan 2000 children have been left to
state. A private fund has beenestablished, The Children? Fund ofKirghizstan, with the purpose
children.
of aiding abandoned children, orphans,handicapped children, and families with many
The fund will pay special attention to theneeds of children of Kirghiz herdsmenliving in remote
regions under difficult conditions (seealso Kazakh & Kirghiz StudiesBulletin. Vol. 1, University

of Washington, Seattle, Spring 1993, p.7).
Peace Corps
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1.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

HCP:
PCV:

HCP
PCV:
HCP
PCV:

To describe own family
Conversation with host counterpart or family
PCV and host counterpart

Yii-6yrieRy3 TitoR6y?

Oo6a, memo' aTa-3Hem, araM, HERM, 3xem xcalla Kapbutaambim

6ap.
Wine Hreartep 6ap6b0
Oo6a, aram mewl axem
Anap KMM 6onyn 11111TerIT?

Aram meHex xeriem myraximm. 3xcem

iffixeHep, xce3aem

111.17411.

VOCABULARY:
141-6yrie

family

=loft

large

mellm

my (<genitive case of mex "I")

a-ra-axe

parents

111-114

Kapb11-11(aLll

6ap
oo6a
mettex

yil+nex-

younger brother
younger sister (term of address to be usedby a man)
it (they) exist(s)

yes
with (postposition); and

home, house
to marry (of a man)
those who are married

xeHe

as what
older brother's (or any close male relative's) wife

Ace 3ite

older sister's (or any close female relative's) husband

THIR114

linguist, interpreter

tom 6onyri

Peace Corps
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Possessive Suffixes:
For expressing English "my, your, his, her, its, etc."Kirghiz uses possessive suffixes: a-ra-9me+m
"my parents", a-ra-3me+6m3 "our parents"; iii-6yrio+Ity3"your family"; ara+m "my older brother";
ara+cm "his older brother" (see Chart 1).For emphasis, a noun with a possessive suffix canbe
preceeded by the genitive case of the personal pronoun: memmm(ramem+mm "of mine, mine") yil6yrio+m "my family." For a chart of the declension of pronouns seeChart 4.

"To have, to have not":
Kirghiz does not possess a verb "to have (not)." English"I have (not) a Younger brother" is

Bap means "it exists;
rendered as "my younger brother exists (does not exist): Val 11-FM6ap
there is (are)"; KOK in this construction means "it does notexist; there is (are) not." Otherwise ;KOK

serves as "no."
Questions:
Y#-6yrio+my3 6ap6bi?

Oo6a, yti-6yne+m 6ap.

"Do you have a family?" (=Are you married?)

"Yes, I have a family." (=I am married.)

Note: Oo6a "yes" is used to express an affirmation.In polite speech to answer a request with
oo6a is avoided; instead, words expressing willingness oragreement (MaKyn. 60110T. maim.
wapatr) are used:
3mm OTKeH ca6aK-Tbi e3ymy3 oxymy3!

MaKyn, arait
"Now you read the previous lesson!"

"Agreed, araii (sir)."

Peace Corps
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To ask or answer personal information questions
Conversation with host counterpart or family
PCV (male) and elderly Kirghiz (female)

HFM:
PCV:
HFM:

BanaM, KuprincTaura mypitaKenrencxu6m?
Xcm, ana, a3bip 6xpantuf )Kony Kenamm.
Kuprintia xalcumz cyRneKT 3KeHcz1, Kaitia yripellayff,

PCV:

alinanatibm?
TbilitITNK To6yRrta ylipeHaym, ana.

VOCABULARY:
child

6ana

my child

6ana +M

mypna

before, previously

Ken-

to come

Ken-rex-fcm+61,1

have you come?

Ken-ruiim

I came

aria

polite form of address for an elderly lady

a3blp

now

61404xtut

first (<61.ip "one")

6mpiti-rtut

oily

Kmprbt3+1-ia

cytfne3KeH

first time

Kirghiz language (lit.: according to the Kirghiz)
to speak
particle: indeed (as I know it now)
to learn

atinaHatibtx

Peace Corps

term of endearment, which is often used by elderly people toshow
sympathy or encouragement (lit.: let me turn around you in an act
of sacrifice")
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Recent Past Tense:
The verbal forms kennidm, yfipeanym render a recent past tense.

plus possessive suffixes (see Chart 8)

Form:

Note: The first person plural has the personal marker+(bi)ki+(4)k; +(y)K/+(y)K.
Examples:

Negative:

Ken-zi+Rm

"I came" (lit.: my having come)

yitpen-IN-yit

"you learned"

6ap-n+bn:

"we went"

6ap-bitu-T+bl

"they went"

ken-6e+114-141:

"he did not come"
"we did not meet"

kepyw-ne-n+yk

Interrogative: yilpox-n+yR6y?

"did you learn?"

6ap- u +bni6bl?

"did you come?"

kep-n+y6y

"did he see?"

Function:

The above past tense expresses an action whichtook place recently. The speaker musthave
eyewitnessed the action rendered in the second andthird person, e.g., maapnau a3bip Kerlin,' "(I
saw) he came just now from the city."

The particle 3Keu:

In statements 31(ex is used immediately after a nominal orverbal predicate (tense form). It renders
the notion of "indeed, it is so, but I (=the speaker)did not know it, I learned only later or just now

about it through reliable sources." See above example:Kuprb13lia ;Katairbt cygne-r 9keitcm "(I did
not know it, but I see now) you speakKirghiz well!"

Note: aiceti takes the personal endings while theverb it emphasizes is used in the third person
singular, here: present-definite future tense (see Chart6):
"(I learned through someone else) I will go."
6apaT 3Kexnliix

In questions, 31:e I-1 is combined with the interrogativeparticle 6R > 6ekeR. It emphasizes the

question: "I wonder ..,?":

Kmprbi31-ta ;Ka KllIbl cytinefr 6eketicigt? "I wonder, do youspeak Kirghiz well?"
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3.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To ask about host/counterpart family
Conversation with host counterpart
PCV and host counterpart (male)

PCV:
HFM:

Man, TyyraHHapbalm3 Kaitia xamailT?
TyyraHnapm6m3 Eacmx-Ken affmarmima yicaulatiT.

PCV:

ATa -3HeM lionnoH-ATa maapbruHa xcamatiT.
Men bIchnc-Ken KOHyllA0 MaKana oxyraHmbni. Byn KOJI OTO

cynyy gen ofinolimpl.
HFM:
PCV:

Oo6a, oo6a, Kaanacaum3 xaVfmaaa Ke.nre Komi°6apa6m3.
A6aan xcalcana 6onoT, paxMaT!

VOCABULARY:
Tyyran

relative

;Kama-

to live

biCbEK

hot

Ken

lake

bIcbix-Ken
ailmaK

bIcbtK-Ken ailmarbiana

Llormon-Ara
waap
:KOH

X0Hy}1.110

Isik Kol (Lake 'sit, lit: hot lake)
region, district
in the region of the Isik KOI
a city in Kirghizstan
city

side, direction
about (postposition)

maKana

article

OTO

very

cynyy

beautiful

°Lino-

to think

me-

to say

nen
KamaKaanacan:b13

wail
;Kahn-14a

saying (converb!gerund)
to wish, to like

if you wish, if you like
summer
in summer

Kong)

together

a6nan

very
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Distant Past Tense:

the English present perfect
The phrase oKyraumbix introduces adistant past tense, comparable to
tense.
/ -rex, -roH/-rem, etc. plus personal endings (p.13 ). See Chart 9.

Form:
Examples:

Negative:

"I have read" (lit.: I am the onewho read)
oxy-rax+mbill
> oKyrambm> oKyram (spoken language)
"you have come"
Ken-rex+cm
Arkpex-rex+6y3

"we have learned"

anap an-bau-kaH

"they have taken"

The negative has three forms:
oxy-6a-rax+6bi3
a) regular form:
oKy-rax 3mecrut3
b) emphatic forms:

"we have not read"

"we did not read"
oky-raxi-bi6b13 :KOK "we never did read" (lit.: our
having read was not in
existence)

Interrogative: ken-rem-a/116i?

"have you come?"

Function:

tense") renders an action
The above tense (in Kirghiz called6atibipkbi arKeir qak "distant past
be evident in the present. The
which took place some time ago, theresult of which continues to
should be certain about itsresults
speaker might not have eyewitnessedthe action itself, but he/she
either as an eyewitness or throughobvious evidence.
and attribute. It can

Note: -ran / en, etc. is a verbal nounwhich also functions as a substantive

take plural, possessive and casesuffixes:
YilneHrexnep 6ap6bt? (p. 23) "Arethere those who are married?"
with "when":
With the locativ:: case -ran / eii, etc. renders Englishtemporal clauses introduced
"When you called, I was not athome."
C143 Tenecbou manranna yitue XOK 3nem.

(see also p. 56)

43.

As an attributive -ratukeil, etc. renders English relative clauses, see p.
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4.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

HFM:
PCV:
HFM:

To express gratitude
Conversation with Kirghiz host family
PCV and Kirghiz host (female)

HaT, men cara 6yn x.mTenTm 6eneK KaTapbt 6epeM.
OR, 3xce, paxMaT! 3mm men ithipru3 TItrarn Te3yitpenym.

Anztati 6onco, 6yn kaaprbmtia-anrnmene cytineinmeny ztarbi
aT113111 Koff!

PCV:

4OH paxMaT, 3mce! Men y'IyH 6yn am6aR cony"'6eneK!

VOCABULARY:
6eneK
KaTapm

6eneK Karapm

cara
6ep-

a present
(postposition) as
as a present
for you (dative case of cen "you")
to give

interjection expressing surprise

of
Te3

now
rapid, quick, rapidly, quickly

alma! 6onco

in that case (lit: if it is so)

cytinecyttnomme
garb]
an-

to speak

Koff-

to put down

anbm Koff!

please take!

tiou

great

3MM

uo paxMaT

phrase book
too; again
to take

many thanks
for (postposition)

ag6ati

very

COHyH

good, beautiful, splendid
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Accusative Case:
Form:

+Hbil+H114; etc.

(after vowels)

+7$iii-zu4; etc.

(after voiced consonants)

+Tbiki-T14; etc.

(after voiceless consonants)

Note: After the possessive suffix 3. person +bl / +H;-1-cbtki-cm, etc. the
form of the accusative is +Ft (see Chart 3).

Examples: (from above dialogue)
"the book" (acc.)
KliTeri+Tm
cytInemme+Hy

"the phrasebook" (acc.)

TI4J1+14+H

"its language" (acc.)

Function:

The accusative case suffix renders a definitedirect object. An object noun is considereddefinite if:

a) it is preceeded by a demonstrative pronoun:
"I will give you this book"
6yn larrermt 6epem

b) it has a possessive suffix:
fa.iprbi3 Tirniut Te3 yilpexym "I will learn the Kirghiz language fast"

c) it is either a personal, demonstrative pronoun or apersonal name:
"I saw Nat (him)."
Kepay
HaTTI31
If the direct object is not defined in theabove way, the direct object is consideredindefinite and the

accusative suffix is dropped.
Examples:
Maxana )1(a3Ab1itb13.

"I bought books (any kind)."
"You wrote an article (any kind)."

Byn maKanwibi A:2311131Hb13.

"You wrote this article."

KMTeII angblM.

but:

PROVERB:
Yff -6yrie
Peace Corps
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TOPIC 3:

COMMUNICATION
CULTURE NOTE:

Terms of Address among the Kirghiz

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To make a phone call to a Kirghiz family

2.

To send an international letter/fax

3.

To answer an international operator's call

Peace Corps
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Terms of Address among the Kirghiz
The Kirghiz, like the Kazakhs, address each other withkinship terms based on a

differentiation between young and old. When two Kirghiz meet theyestablish first who is
younger or older. According to one's agethe terms of address to be used for males is ara

"older brother," lam "younger brother," for females 32re"older sister," Kaphnoani
"younger sister" (said by a man), and Mali "youngersister" (to be used by a woman).
"mother" and
For persons who are approximately the age of one's own parents ana or 3ne

ara "father" are used.
As is common to the Central Asian Turkic peoples,the Kirghiz will use the above kinship
terms only among themselves or whenaddressing someone from another Turkic people.
Foreigners who speak Kirghiz or show an understanding of theKirghiz culture will also be
addressed with kinship terms, i.e., they will be accepted intothe Kirghiz family.

A term which is neutral in terms of kinship and ageis Mbipa "sir; excellency." The word
was not used during the Soviet time,but is now enjoying a revival. It designates someone
who has a high standing in his community. The term canbe used alone (e.g.,: mbip3anap
"gentlemen") or after a person's first or family name or title(e.g.: Ilpe3Knewr Axaes
Nimp3a). Foreigners are frequently addressed with rvibip3a, e.g.,Axten Pawl) mbip3a "Mr.

Axmed Raif" (from Kuwait), or Fepmatm (DezteparmwryyPecny6m4Kachimix 3111-114C14
Mum Xoribuen6yprep Mbip3a "His Excellency, AchimHoizenburger, Ambassador of the
Federal Republic of Germany." For women recognized asoutstanding in their community,
the term of address is alum or xaxym (<Uzbek xammi)"my lady, lady", e.g., ailbiNutap
xaxa mbip3anap! "ladies and gentlemen."

Frequently Kirghiz will add the syllable all > ti to kinship termsfor older relatives to
express a higher degree of respect

3*ACe > 3;iceil

"dear older brother; sir; also: term of address for ateacher"
"dear older sister; dear lady; also: term of addressfor a

ana > anal

"dear mother; dear lady."

ara > arail
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Another way of demonstrating respect, combined, however, with a strongsentiment of
attachment, is to add a suffix-like word eke (< elder, father) to male orfemale terms of
kinship:

ara > araxe > axe

"dearest brother"

a6a > a6aKe

"dearest brother"

3He > 3iteKe

"dearest mother"

aria > anaxe

"dearest mother"

3)Ke > 3:Keice

"dearest older sister"

a-ra > mice

"dearest father."

Like in Kazakh eice-ke is also added to the first syllable of male orfemale first names:

Hyp6eK > Hypeke

"dear Nurbek"

Kypman > Kypeke

"dear Kurman"

This form of address is considered very respectful. It alsorenders a sentiment of
endearment, especially if the possessive suffix 2. person +H is added:
HypeKen, Kypeken, etc.

As is the case among Kazakh elders who are also addressedby the young with elaborate
expressions of respect and endearment, the Kirghiz elders, too,embrace the young with
strong sentiments of compassion and concern. Everychild, regardless of nationality, will
be addressed with terms of endearment which reflect the nomadicculture of the Kirghiz:
6orokt "my little camel", kynynym "my little foal", KOVNI "mylittle lamb". As in Kazakh,
the most endearing terms that the young like to hear from theelders are ailnanailbui "my

dearest, my beloved (lit.: I will turn around you in an act ofsacrifice, i.e., I am ready to
give my life for you), and karbuiailmn with the same meaning.

For more information about terms of endearment see UseLaude-Cirtautas, "Terms of
Endearment in the Speech of the Kazakh Elders," Central AsiaticJournal 23:1(1979), pp.
84 3 (contains also material in regard to Kirghiz terms ofaddress).
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1.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To make a phone call to a Kirghizfamily
PCV and Kirghiz

PCV:

Ano, canamaTem36m, axe!

K:

Cal-Tama-mimic!
TbrEmburbtaabi affrait Ha Tmbra.

K:

A-a, HaT, xaKtubi xypecya6y?
PaxmaT, ;Kamm. axe, BaKbn yriae6y?

PCV:
K:

PCV:

XoK, atinaHatibm, Ba Kbn finp caaTraHKelm! KeneT.
3xce, BaKbITKa aYiTbIII Konnyagy, Kenreime maraTene4DoH
tiaTICbIH.

K:

XapatiT, 6epeKeM, atiTatibrit.

PCV:

PaXMaT, xaKmbi KWIlblHbI3!

K:

CasIaMarra 6on!

VOCABULARY:
arm
TbIHti

hello
quiet, restful, peaceful; quietness,peacefulness

xyp-

to disturb
to walk, to go, to move

Baicbrr

personal name (lit.: happiness)

6xp

one
after (postposition; takes the ablative case)

Tbnttt 3.11-

loam
6Hp caaTrax Io11#xx

after one hour
to say, to tell

atr-ailbut

I will tell

attrbin Kotolly3Liy

please do tell

mara

to me ( >Meu "I")

Tene,4on

telephone

um-

to ring, to call (on the telephone)
to be fit (for), to be suitable(agreeable)

xcapa-

WapatiT

epee
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Voluntative Forms:
Instead of the present-definite future tense (see p. 20)Kirghiz frequently uses special verbal forms

for rendering "I will do something; let us do something."These forms are called voluntative or
optative forms. They exist for the first and third person. Inthe second person they are replaced by
imperative forms (see p. 17).

Form:
1. person singular
2. person singular

-(a)kbut/-(e)illin, etc.

3. person sing./plural

-C1311-1/-CMH; -cyli/-cyll

1. person plural

-(a)nu/-(e)nx, etc.

Examples: (see above dialogue)

(imperative forms: Ken! "come!" Keno-1143
"please come!"

ACOHOT-elly

"my dearest" (lit.: "I will turn around you in an actof
sacrifice")
"I will say"
"let's send (it) off" (p. 36)

Tenecbox tlaJI-CbIH

"he may (=should) call me"

attnan-attbni
at1T-ailbm

Note: In questions the 1. person singular/plural renders"may I (we), should I (we)?":
317eil KaH'la ana#btH (p. 44) "how much meat should I buy?"
Katian Kaii-ranailbrit (p. 38)

"when should I fly again (lit.: repeat)?"

The 3. person singular/plural is often used in expressinggood wishes and blessings:
"may you be happy".
6arrbinyy 6oncyll

Particle in)/=in; tiyitty:
This particle emphasizes imperative forms (see p. 17), e.g.,ath-bin Koiony3tly "please do tell! ";
wpm-mum "please do enter!"
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To send an international letter/fax
Post-office
PCV and Kirghiz clerk (female)

PCV:

CanaMaTebI36I,I,

C:

PCV:

CanamaTtibuibuc, Kerrinua..
Meu 6yn KaTrEa Amepmara xeHeTylnym KepeK.

C:

KaT Hb10-140pICK0 yLI xymatta xceTeT.

PCV:

Alma"' Te3mpeeK 6on6o1i6y?
TeneckaKc mellex xelleTceRy3 6ptp Kyitue6apaT, &work

C:

6aacbi Ke6ypeeK 6onoT.

PCV:

Maxyampi, cipaxc XCOHOTerly.

VOCABULARY:
KaT

letter

;KOHOT-

to send
I must send (lit.: sending-my necessary)

xexeTyini-ym KepeK
KepeK

necessary
three

xeT-

week
to arrive, to reach

annax

than that

Te3

quick, quickly

YKyma

Te3mpeeK

6ori6a6y
ACOHOT-CeHy3

6aa

quicker
can it not be?

4,1 (polite sing.) if you send
price

Ke6ypeeK

more (comparative degree of Ken: many, much)

maKyil

agreeable

maKynmyll

I agree

4c;
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Rendering of English "I must, etc.":
The above phrase xeneayinym KepeK "I must sendoff" literally means "my sending off is
necessary." As already mentioned (p. 9), Kirghiz has no separateword for "must" nor for any
other modal verbs (can, could, shall, should, etc.). For "must"the following construction is used:
verbal noun in -(m)m+/-(i4)m+, etc. or -yy+/-yy+ pluspossessive suffix, followed
by the word KepeK "(it is) necessary."

Examples:
6ap-mm+b11ib13 KepeK

"you must (=should) go"

Ken-yy+m KepeK

"I must come"

aUT- biui +b16b13 KepeK

"we must tell"

Negation:
6ap-bun+binbi3 KepeK wec

"you must (=should) not go"

Rendering of English "I can, I may, etc.":
The above verbal nouns plus possessive suffixes,followed by the word mymKyn "(it is) possible,"
express "can":
Ken-mn-Ftim (Ken-yy+m) mymKyn

"I can come" (lit.: my coming is possible)

The same construction used as a question renders "may":
"may I come in?"
hatp-yy+m (I34p-mut+nm) MyMKyH6y?
Frequently the question is expressed impersonally:
"may I enter?" (lit.: is it possible to enter?)
faip-yy+re (dative) NiymKyli6y? (p. 17)

Comparative Suffix:

The suffix +(m)paaK/+(x)peeK; +(y)paaK/+(y)peeK renders the comparative of adjectives:
re3+mpeeK "faster"; Ke6typeeK (<Ken "much, many") "more." In a comparison, the noun
indicating the inferior quality stands in the ablative case(see p. 80): dr KOO-1-110H Tea epees "the
horse is faster than the sheep."
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3.

To answer an international operator's call
International operator calls the PCV
PCV and international operator

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

0:

ATIO, canamaTchn6bil.

PCV:

0:

Canamariburbnc!
Byn 311 apanux Teneckon cranungcbrnan. Cn3 AmepHicara

PCV:

3aKa3 6epannn3 6ene?
Oo6a, 6epremAnn. Kyryn oTypaM.

0:

Ketnipecn3, 6npoic H0Mep xcoon 6ep6eii xaTaT.Kagan
Kaftranataa'

PCV:

Mymxyn 6orico 6up caaTran Kelm.

0:

)KapanT,

PCV:

PaxMaT!

KyTyny3.

VOCABULARY:
aparibix

international

6epTHEHH3 6ene?

(<Russ.) station
(<Russ.) order
have you given? did you not just give?

6ene

<6H (interrogative particle) + 3rie emphatic particle

KyT-

to wait

oTyp-

to sit

CTaHURSI

3aKa3

Kyryn o-rypam
KetuipKel-alpecH3

I am waiting

to excuse (lit.: to let pass)

excuse me, I am sorry

Homep

(<Russ.) number

iKoon

response, answer
to answer (answer + give)
(verb compound) he, she, it is not answering

xoon 6ep:noon 6ep6e1 ;KaTaT
KaMTana-

to repeat

mymxyli

possible

mymKyli 6onco
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Converbs and Descriptive Verbs:
The suffix -(m)n/-(m)n, etc. contained in the above phrase Kyr-yr' oTypam"I am waiting"

forms converbs. A converb is an incomplete (infinite) verb form,because it does not
express person, number and tense. A converb canonly be used in conjunction with a
following complete (finite) verb.

The converb in -(bi)n/-(x)n, etc. renders an action which hasbeen or will be completed
before the action of the following verb:
Xa3 ken-un Kap Kenn. "The spring came and the snow melted."(lit.: went away)

Another converb, formed with the suffix -a/-e, etc. (after vowels-a), indicates an action
which takes place simultaneously with the action expressed in the followingverb:
Acbin6ex Tymynnyp-e a$1TTbi. "Asilbek said (it) explainingly."
above:
Both converbial forms have only one negative form: -6a11/-6e#, etc., see
)Koon 6ep-6e# ;Ka TaT. "It (the number) is not answering."

Together with an immediately following verb, denoting a movement ofthe human body,
such as Typ- "to stand," ;ICaT- "to lie down," oTyp- "to sit," 6ep-"to give," and an- "to

take," the converbs mentioned above form verb compounds, in which the verbs of
movement describe how the action expressed in thepreceding converbial form is being or

has been executed, e.g., continuously, quickly, intensively, etc.Because the verbs of
movement describe the "how" of the action, they are calleddescriptive verbs.

Verb compound formed with the descriptive verbs Typ- "to stand," ;KaT-"to lie down,"
oTyp- "to sit" form present continuous tenses (seeChart 10):
6ap-a ;KaraT

"he is going"

an-bin Typam

"I am taking"

KyT -yn oTypaM

"I am waiting"

Note: The present-definite future tense (see p. 20) originally was averb compound
formed with the converb -a/-e, etc. and the descriptive verb Typ-.

PROVERB:
>Kamm tietieH Ken onayy.
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TOPIC 4:

FOOD
CULTURE NOTE:

Kirghiz dishes

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To order food in a student's cafeteria

2.

To to inquire what is needed for preparing a certain dish

3.

To express food preferences (likes/dislikes)
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Kirghiz Dishes
The diet of the Kirghiz consists mostly of animal products. They like mutton, lamb or beef.

At wedding celebrations and other festive occasions Kirghiz serve, as a rule, horse meat,
which they consider delicious, especially if it is served as a kind of sausage. Favorite

dishes made from horse meat are kazi, a sausage which is dried and smoked before
cooking; karta, another kind of sausage, similarly prepared; and eueuk, a sausage made
from special parts of horse meat.

The usual dishes made with meat are bebarmak (lit.: five fingers), consisting of boiled
meat, usually mutton, cut into small pieces and served on a bed of noodles; mann',
dumplings stuffed with minced meat and onions; paloo, steamed rice with meat and carrots;
and sorpo, a thick soup with pieces of meat and vegetables.

The Kirghiz have also been influenced by the eating habits of their neighbors, the Kazakhs,

Uzbeks, Uighurs, Dungans (Hui), Russians and Koreans. Some non-Kirghiz dishes and
food items have been adopted: Russian cabbage soup (borsch), potatoes, biscuits, pies,
salads.

Among drinks, kintit and bozo are always popular. Krtnit, fermented mare's milk, is
available only in spring and summer when mares begin to produce milk; bozo, a slightly
sour drink made from grain, is either prepared at home or bought at thebazaar. Alcoholic
beverages were introduced to the Kirghiz by the Russians. The Kirghiz, however, serve
alcohol only at meals when guests are present. Alcohol is drunk after each toast which in
the Kirghiz tradition amounts to eloquent speeches in which guests and hosts express their
well-wishes for each other.

Kirghiz meals are of two kinds: meals for guests and simple meals. A proper meal for
guests must include pieces of boiled mutton on the bone as the main course. It is anold
custom of the Kirghiz to slaughter a sheep when honorable guests come tovisit. Simple
meals include a single dish and tea with sweets served at the end. Kirghiz like to drink tea,
to which they add milk and salt. On warm spring days many Kirghizfamilies go into the
mountains for picnics where they prepare gaSlik, pieces of pickled mutton roasted on a spit.
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COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

1.

K:
PCV:
K:
PCV:
K:

To order food in a student's cafeteria
Students' cafeteria
PCV and his Kirghiz friend

anncaHara 6apbm Tymicy TMK}mere.
Ma Kyn, Kerrnx!
Mbrna nacTopicon y3ypy. Kapan Kepeny.
MeH ca6n3aeH xacanraH canaT, 6em6apmax ;Karla
KarraMa anaNbm.
MeH 6oncom nommnopaoH xacancall canaT, nanoxaHa
Tarryy 6brarraic. anaM.
B3H,

PCV:

3IHMOH meHeH gait' mien:146x?

K:

Co Hyil 6on0T!

VOCABULARY:
meal

alit

anrkana

dining-hall, cafeteria

Tyin

midday

Tamax

food

Tyuncy TamaK
1411-

Ker,EtacropKoH

nacTopKon y3ypy

kapa-

kapan Kep-ony

lunch

to drink, to eat
to go away, to leave
tablecloth on which food is placed; food offered to guests
menu

to look
let's see! Let's have a look!

ca6m3

carrot

Xaca-

to make, to prepare

xaca-ncanal.

(passive) to be made
salad

6em6apMaK

dish with meat and noodles (lit.: fivefingers)

KaT

layer

Kam-

to put layers one on another

Ka Trania

puff

nomunop
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nano()

pilaf (a rice dish)

Tanyy

sweet

6b1111TaK

curds

1114MOH

lemon

gag

tea

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Rendering of English Relative Clauses:

The above dialogue gives examples of a constructioncorresponding to English relative clauses:
ca6H3cteH xacanraH canal "the salad which has been made fromcarrots." As already mentioned
(p.9), Kirghiz does riot have dependent clauses. An Englishrelative clause is in Kirghiz an
attribute formed with the verbal nouns -rail-km etc. and--yytly/-yytiy/-oogy/-eegy (-yy+tiy,
etc.). The -raH/ -reH verbal noun generally relates pastactions and functions as a past participle.
The -yyuy/-yyt-iy/-oogy/-eetly verbal noun denotes habitual andfuture actions, functioning as an
habitual-future participle.

Note: As attributes neither -raH/-reH, etc. nor -yyuy/-yytiy, etc. cantake suffixes. An attribute in
the Turkic languages remains unchanged (Kb13bITI amma+nap "redapples").
Examples:
tionnoH-Arara ;Keue-reu airro6yc "the bus which went to Cholpon-Ata"
tiormou-Arara xemegy awro6yc "the bus which goesregularly (or will go) to
Cholpon-Ata"

Suffix +nyy/+ayy; +Tyy/÷Tyy; +jiyy/+Ayy:

This suffix forms adjectives from nouns, expressing theidea of "with, provided with the quality or
concept of the preceding noun": Ky6aiibitt "happiness," Ky6aHbiti+Tyy (p. 15) "happy"; TaT
"taste," raT+Tyy "tasty (= sweet) "; Kyti "strength," Kyu+Tyy"strong"; nailna "benefit," natina+nyy

"beneficial, useful." The opposite idea "without something" isexpressed with the suffix below.
Suffix +Cb13/-1-C113; +Cy3/ +Cy3:

This suffix renders "without a quality or concept of thepreceding noun": call "number," call+cht3

"countless" (lit.: without number); 6ana+cm3 "withoutchildren, childless." Cf. the Kirghiz
proverb:
Bana+nyy y# KynycToit
6ana+chn ytif KopycTeH

Peace Corps
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2.

COMPETENCY:

SITUATION:
ROLES:
PCV:

To inquire what is needed for preparation of a
certain dish
In a Kirghiz home
PCV and a Kirghiz member of family

Aka' ra, men 6a3apra KeTmn xaram. Halloo xacaranra
3mne KepeK?

K:

Ilanoo xacaranra Kokinyn 3Tm, Kypri, ca6m3, @crawl(
meal KepeK.

PCV:
K
PCV:

3'vreR KaHtla anaribm?
)Kaphim K14110 ancanbm 6onoT.
MaKyn, mina men KerrHM. XaKumi KaabllibI3!

K:

XaKnibi 6apbmbi3!

VOCABULARY:
6a3ap

bazaar

nanoo

pilaf

)(oft

sheep
meat

3T
KOIIayH 3114

mutton

kypyq
ocymnyk

rice

malt

oil

ecymayk Ma bt

plant; vegetable
vegetable oil

Ncapbtm

how much
half

104110; K1111

kilogram

kanqa
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

The Conditional:
-ca/-ce; -cc/-ce plus possessive suffixes as personal endings (seeChart 1),
Form:

except first person plural, which has thepersonal marker -x.

Examples:
"if we take"

011mm

"if I take"

anew(

Kep-ceu

"if you see"

oxy-cal-tb13

"if you read"

"if all of you see"
xep-ceitep
oicy-caxbiaaap "if you all read"

6on-co

"if it is"

Negative:

an-6a-cam

"if I do not take"

6aq-6o-co
ettnen-6e-cex

"if it is not"

"if we do not think"

Function:
The conditional renders conditional phrases, followed by aconclusion:
oxy-cam oxyryytiy 6on0m "if I study I will become a teacher."

Additional usages:
1)

The conditional in the first person singular/plural followed by6onoT "it will be (fine)" or
6ono6y "will it be (fine)" renders possibility:
xapbrm I,zlrto ancalibm 6onoT (see abovedialogue) "You may (can) buy a half kilo."

(lit.: if you buy a half kilo, it will be [fine].)

c143neH cypacam 6ono6y (p. 72) "May Iask you?" (lit.: if I ask you, will it be alright?
2)

The conditional in the second person singular/plural followedby 6ono6y expresses a polite
request:
XapbIls4 134110 ancaitb13 6ono6y "pleasebe so kind and buy half a kilo" (lit.: if you buy a

half kilo will it be alright?"

Frequently 6ono6y is being dropped and the conditional alonedenotes the request:
kencetim3! "please (kindly) come!"; oTypcattb13! "please(kindly) sit down!" In this usage
the conditional can take the emphatic particle tibi/tn4, etc. (see p.35): Ken-co-11431m! "please

do come!"
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3.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:
H:

PCV:

To express food preferences (likes/dislikes)
In a Kirghiz home
PCV and Kirghiz host counterpart

AtiTbIlib131111, xbiprbiaztap KaHaaR Tamax-rm xaxmlaicepymeT?

Ka3arrapaati Kuprbmaap zta 3-rn4 a6ztax xcatcurca KepyuleT.
Llottico rim mcetrteTra?
XoK, 3ICOK, Kuprbmap 314 y6aKbiT Tioxixo 3T111-1xce6eRT. Alibi
xex KopymeT. Mart 3THH KaanamaT.

PCV:

LeMeK, Kuprmliap KOH 3111, xi ITEKb1 3T11, yi-4' 3T1411

AcalcrbtpumaT 3KeH

e!

VOCABULARY:
;KaKIllbl Kep-

to like (lit.: to see well)

;KeK Kep- / 2c.amax Kep-

to dislike; to hate

tiotaxo

pig

to eat
34

no ... (as in no one, etc.)

y6aKbrr

time

3g y6aKbrr

never

man

cattle

nemeK

that is, that means

;Kbirna,i

horse(s)
cow, cattle

xaKTbip-
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

"To like, to dislike":

The above dialogue contains expressions for "to like, to dislike."The object which is liked or
suffix (see p. 40):
disliked is considered definite and takes, therefore, the accusative case
Kuprbi34ap ar+m a6uaH yKaimibi KopymeT "The Kirghiz like meat verymuch."
"They dislike it."
Ambi (acc.) :Km KepytneT

3Keff:

The sentence Kwprbi3nap Koil 9111, ;KM111.131 3Th, VI 3ThH mcaicrbipbunaT 3Keite!

"The Kirghiz

like mutton, horse meat and beef (as I know it now)" gives a goodexample for the use of 3Keli in
statements (see p. 26).

Enumeration:

Only the last member of an enumeration (Ka arm, licluini 3Th, lift am)takes the case suffix.

PROVERB:
Ke Haat xienex KaTyy KanampatiT. "Empty vessels make the greatest sound."
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TOpic 5

TOPIC 5:

MONEY
CULTURE NOTE:

The Current Economic Situation in Kir ghizstan

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To ask for information on local currency

2.

To inquire about housing conditions

3.

To inquire about education expenses
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The Current Economic Situation in Kirghizstan
Kirghizstan, like all other republics of the former Soviet Union, is struggling to rid itselfof the
vestiges of the Soviet-style command economy and to establish a market oriented economy with a
strong commitment to social welfare programs (see p. 77). Kirghizstan's modelfor its economic

restructuring is not the United States' version of capitalism, but Germany's "soziale
Marklwirtschaft" (welfare state capitalism).

Under the Soviet system the needs of Moscow were imposed on every aspect of life in the nonRussian republics. Kirghizstan, for example, was ordered to increase annually thenumber of
ordered to
sheep and cattle, resulting in overgrazing and soil erosion. The country was basically
provide the Soviet economy with meat and wool. As a result it has now enough meat,but
insufficient grain for bread.

By diverting rivers, hydroelectric power stations were built in the mountains to generatecheap
electricity mainly for delivery to other republics. The disastrous effects of this policybecame

evident soon after Kirghizstan's declarction of independence. Despite the fact that the power
its
stations are located in the country, Kirghizstan itself does not have sufficient electricity to run
trains or meet the demands of factories and households unless it builds new powerlines.

In 1992 the country harvested 1620 tons of grain, 20% more than the previous year.But
Kirghizstan needs 2.7 million tons of grain annually. To make up for the shortage,Kirghizstan is
additional
forced to import grain from other countries for approximately 57 million dollars and an
sum of 27 million rubles.

The demand for sugar is met by 10% through ,ocal production of sugar beets. For6.6 million
dollars the country is now buying sugar on credit from the European Common Market.Vegetable
oil is also in short supply. Sixteen million dollars, again funded through credits,have been set
Kirgiz
aside for imports of vegetable oil (Letter of President Akayev to the Kirghiz Parliament,

Tuusu, December 4, 1992, p. 1).
sufficient
Kirghizstan is now facing a severe energy crisis. At present the country does not produce
oil
coal, oil or electricity. In order to meet immediate needs, Kirghizstan will have to import
(gasoline and fuel oil) in 1993 for 250 million dollars, spend 120 milliondollars on natural gas,

and import coal for 50 million dollars.
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Kirghizstan will pay for food and energy imports throughloans it has received from the World
Bank and the European Common Market (Akayev,ibid.). In the long run, however, Kirghizstan
needs to develop its own energy resources or searchfor other income possibilities, such as ecotourism, to help pay for energy imports.

In January 1993, President Akayev presented hisplan for making Kirghizstan self-sufficient in
energy. The plan calls for an increasein coal production in the coal mines ofKara-Keee and the
building of electrical power lines serving the interiorof the country. It furthermore stipulates the
building of three new hydroelectric power stationsand the development of new oilfields in the
southern part of the country. President Akayevhopes that the funding for these projects will come

from foreign investment (Kirgiz Tuusu, January 16, 1993, p. 1). His plan does not, however,
address environmental concerns. If Kirghizstan wants,indeed, to become the "Switzerland of
Central Asia" it needs first of all to preserve its naturalbeauty.
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I.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To ask information on local currency
At the currency exchange office
PCV and bank manager

PCV:

CanamaTcht35b0. Ttonnapabi xepranmKryy aKtiara
affmanTrupcam 6ono6y?

M:
PCV:

An6erre 6onoT! Kenittoot.
PaxmaT. Mara 100 (xy3) amemixasaiK
monnapRbr anmanTrupbm 5epmm43.

Byryil Ltonnaplibm Kypcy 500 (5em xy3) coM. 100 aonnap

M:

50,000 (3nyy mmR) COM 6onoT. 5000 (6em mffii) com,ayKrard

PCV:
M:

5eperilm5m?
Mymxyli 6onco, almax marmapaaK itarbi 5epux343trii.
XapaRT. Mbr Ha: 3K.14 5000 comilyK, OH mmicomAyK,
KarriaFfb1H 200 (3Kli xy3) xaHa 100 (xy3) comayKTax 6epeilax.

VOCABULARY:
:cep

xeprnruncryy

earth, land; place
local

ak-Lia

money

anmaniasimani-Thip-

to change
to exchange (lit.: to make change)

anmaurrup-cam 6ono6y

may I exchange? (lit.: if I exchange,is it possible?)

an6eTre

certainly, of course

com+nyK

ruble bill

now

to understand
amepinca

amepma +MIK

America
American

6yryH

today (<6y Kyr! "this day")

Kypc

exchange late

mattna

small

anuan mattna+paaK
Harm
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Nthi Ha

here; here is (are)

Kan-

to remain, to stay
that which remained

Kan-raH

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Definite and Indefinite Ownership -- TheGenitive Case:
In the above dialogue the phrase nonnaprum Kypcy"the exchange rate of the dollar" (lit.: of the
dollar its rate) is rendered in a construction denoting definite ownership. In Kirghizdefinite

ownership is expressed by adding to the possessor nounthe genitive case suffix and to the
"owned" noun the third person possessivesuffix (see Chart 1).
The genitive case has the following forms (seealso Chart 2):
+Hb11-1 /-1-H14H; +HyH / +HyH

+-rbill/-!-THH; +Tyll/+-ryil (after voiceless consonants)
+AbiH/4-n4H; +nyti/+nyn (after M, H, H, p, n, 3, if)

Examples:
14111-i-THH

"of the arm"

xep+nxii

"of the place"

"of the work"

033-1-11YH

"of the word"

As stated above the genitive case suffixhas to be added to a definite possessor noun.A possessor
noun is definite if it is:
1) preceded by a demonstrative pronoun;

2) represented by a pronoun or personal name;
3) a possessive suffix has been added toit; or

4) singled out in any other way, e.g.,preceded by the -raiti-rell or -yrty/-yriy
attribute (see p. 43).
Examples (for #4):

Ilanoo xcacarafira Kottnyfi 9Th ... Kepex (p.44) "For making paloo one needs the

meat of the sheep." (i.e., noother meat will serve for this purpose).
KenreH KoHoKropnyH 6aapbm raallbittch13(p. 87) "you know all the guests who
have come" (lit.: the all of the guests)
maapnbtu genuine (p. 54) "in the outskirts of the city" (=namelyBishkek)
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If the possessor noun is not definite according to the rules stated above, or nospecific ownership
is involved, but merely a relationship betwen two nouns is expressed,like English "house door,"
bedroom," the genitive case suffix is omitted. However, the third personpossessive suffix of the

following noun, the "owned" noun, has to be kept.
Examples:
Kuprbi3 Tan-1-11

"the Kirghiz language" (lit.: the language of the Kirghiz)

xceicinen6n KyH +y

"Sunday" (lit.: the day of Sunday)

X011 alCbl+Cb1

"road fare"

Note, however: OCMOH KI313+b1

"daughter of Osman" (see p. 15)

/

1
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:
HCP:
PCV:
HCP:
PCV:
HCP:

To inquire about housing conditions
At a Kirghiz apartment
PCV and a Kirghiz host counterpart

Ai-16ex, 6yn ytiyuy3 mewnucux xce exmoTTyicy6y?
Eburrup upuBaTu3aumg m-bili3amm zu:axxamia 6yn
yrtay exmerreu CaTb111 anram.
Mbumau 6amKa ,aarbi yffyuy3 6ap6m?
Oo6a, maapabm tieTuume xcep asurrbi meueu aatiam6ap.
Aarm caTun affraucm36b0
Empuutru xep caTun anraM, auilau maulKmtumetceit yr'
Typry3raM. Ky,uart 6ytipyca xca3butua cu3reaatiamabi
KepCOTOMyli.

VOCABULARY:
mextufic

private; property

6bIJITbIp

last year

Ace

OKMOT

ercmeT+TyKy

or
government, state
belonging to the state

np}maTinaustsi

(<Rus.) privatization

mbitbam

law

caT-

to sell

camin an-

canal an-ram
6auJKa

btb!H lax 6aurka

to go out; to appear (law, newspaper, book, etc.)
to buy
(<caTbin an-raumbix > anram) I have bought

other, another
other than that; in addition, besides

tieT

edge; suburb

as rr

lot, plot; square

uaua

(<Rus.) summer cottage

kw-nmexeti

small

Typ-

to stand

Typ -rya-

to erect, to build

-ryp-rya -ram

(<Typ-rya -rata mui) I have built
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Kyriatf

God

6YUPY- 6YI0P-

to order, to command
God willing (lit.: if God orders)

Kyttatt 6yilpyca

spring

xca3

in spring

xa3+but+ga

to show (<:Kep- "to see")

Kep-ceT-

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The Suffix 4.1(bli+KH; +Ky / +Ky:
In a previous dialogue we encountered the phrase Tymxy Tamax"lunch" (lit.: noon's meal). The
suffix +icbtki-k34, etc. renders "belonging to" and forms adjectivesfrom nouns.
Examples:
ahiip+ka,t as-ro6yc (p. 63)

"the last bus"

(<3greFt "tomorrow") "tomorrow's run"

3preH+Kii pate (p. 63)

The suffix -1-10,1/+lat, etc. combines with the locative case suffix-Frtaki-Ete; +-ra/-i-Te, etc.
(see Chart 2): -i-narbi/-1-rtervt, etc. rendering "belonging to alocation."

Examples:
ailbi.n+narbi 1311.1B4

"a person belonging to a (the) village"

merre6146143-Fnervi 6asmap

"the children belonging to our school, i.e., the
children of our school"

When added to personal pronouns, the suffix -4-Km.i/-1-K14, etc. iscombined with the genitive case:
MeRT4H+1:14
Ce1-111H+114

6m3a}tx-f-tat

>

Ntemmut

"the one which is mine"

>
>

ceinsat

"the one which is yours"

6143.11141G4

"the one which is ours"

By detaching +1-114134/1-1(111:14, etc. from the personal pronouns, a newsuffix combination was

created which can be added to any noun:
oKme-r+-ryKy (see above)
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Rendering of English Temporal Clauses -rau+aai-reti+Tte,etc.:

The verbal noun in -rati/-rell, etc. (> -sax/ -sex aftervoiceless consonants), combined with the
locative case suffix +aa / +ue; +Ta/1--re, etc., renders Englishtemporal clauses introduced with
"when" (see also p. 28)
Example:
6yrt ytkay OFCMATFOH carom artram.
Bbarwp nom -mama Mblii3aMbi
"When the law of privatization was passed (lit.: came out)last year, I bought this house
from the government." (lit.: at the passing of the lawof privatization)
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3.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To inquire about education expenses
In a student's hostel
PCV and a Kirghiz student

K:

HypnaH, cLi3IImi crrllneHrtmsnun Kamm?
BIT Arta 1.5 (6mp xcaphim) IVIHH COM anam.
Byn a36h1 xce Kenny?
Byn a3, atpoK Tammuca xceTeT.

PCV:

A yimBepcwrerre oxyraptbuim3ra Kamm Tenertcy3?

K:

BH3HH 6eKep oKyTaT, 6}ip Tbdibm aarbi Tene6ei-46y3.

PCV:

Asl6aii xcaKLIIbI 3KeH!

PCV:
K:

PCV:

VOCABULARY:
cnineHluim

stipend

614p

one
month

;Kaphim

half

Nita'

thousand

a3

little, few

Ken

much, many
to be enough

oKy -raH

and (conjunction)
studying, having studied

TOM-

to pay

6eKep

free of charge

oKy-T-

to teach (lit.: to make study)

TbliibIH

kopeck

a
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATIONS:

Interrogative Pronouns (Question Words):
We already encountered a number of question words, such as 9mHe"what" and KVIN1
"who." Here a full list of question words will be given:
3r me

"what?"

Katiata

"where'?"

KIM

"who?"

kailatax

"from where?"

Hette

"how many?"

Kama

"how much?"

kax.ttail
Katicbi

"how?"
"which?"

Ka ltax

"when?"

The interrogative pronoun oHe "what," 134N1 "who," kailcht"which and Kama "when" can

have plural, possessive and case suffixes (see Chart 5).
To the interrogative pronoun imm "who" personal endings canbe attached:
KIIMCI43

"who are you?"

)34M6143

"who are we?"

KLIMMItH

"who am I?"

PROVERB:
BYITIMMIleH auncati 110C 6on6otiT.

"There is no better friend than knowledge."
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TOPIC 6:

TRANSPORTATION
CULTURE NOTE:

Transportation in Kirghizstan

COMPETENCIW;:
1.

To locate means of transportation

2.

To purchase a bus ticket

3.

To ask for flights

4.

To hire a taxi
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Transportation in Kirghizstan
Kirghizstan is a mountainous country. The Tien-Shan mountainchain and the May mountain range
comprise 93% of the country's territory. The average heightof these mountains is 2,750 meters.

Some peaks rise above 7000 meters.

Despite the mountains, Kirghizstan has about 60,000kilometers of highways. The highest
mountain road for motor vehicles, 4,282 meters above sea level,is the KizIl Art (Red Pass Road)
which runs along the border between Kirghizstan and Tajikistan.Major highways are the Bishkek7

Isik-Kol (175 km), Bishkek-Osh (630 km), Bishkek-Talas(229 km) and Bishkek-Narin (348
km).

In addition to the highways and bus routes connecting remotemountain villages to the outside
world, Kirghizstan also has railroads. The railroad system in thesouth of Kirghizstan was built in
the 1920's and 1930's. Most of the trains lead through highmountain regions or follow along river
beds and valleys. The train from Bishkek to :ash takesalmost two days. Trains also connect
Bishkek to Narin, and to Tashkent via Jambi] and Chimkent.Kirghizstan would like to have all

railroads powered by electricity. As of now, a large numberof lines still use oil (Bereke,
September 29, 1992, p. 2).

From the Manas Airport in Bishkek flights depart to manyplaces inside and outside of
Kirghizstan, but lately the energy crisis has impaired air traffic.During the winter break in January
1993, students had to stay in Bishkek because all internalflights were cancelled and trains were not

running. Lack of gasoline has also interrupted bus andtaxi services in Bishkek itself. The buses,
which are rather old, do not run as often as is necessary and are, as arule, overcrowded.
In common with everything else, fares too have increased. At.the end of 1992 a monthly bus and
trolley bus ticket was sold for 70 rubles (Bi.kek.ami, November 7-10, 1992, p. 6). A single fare

from one stop to the next was 2 rubles (Kirgit Tuusu, January 7,1993, p. 1).
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COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

.

To locate means of transportation
At the bus stop
PCV and cashier (young girl) at the bus stop

PCV:

Comma Tcht36m, Kap:mama! 9-tly (Tory 3yaily) maxpopailoaro }coattail 6apcaM 6onoT?

C:

9 -ny (Tory3yatty) muKpo-pailoaro 3-tly (malty), 4-ity
(TepTyatty),15-tat (o}}-6enamtra), xcalla 46-1111 (Kupx-

'tam Tponneil6yeTap 6apaT: 6aTITb1Htibl) awro6ye 6apaT.
ubI (allTb1111-IbI), 10-11bl (OHyHtly), 13-gy (on-yuyagy).
PCV:

)1CO.TI al(bICbI Karma 3KeH?

C:

ABT06yc meaea TparmeNycTa 2 (3ut) COM TEITIe1ICy3.

PCV:

AHbI KoattpcTopro 6epem6a?
)KOK, rnaapaa xcypyytty Tpaacnoprrya }coattyxTopy

C:

60H6OFIT. TaTIOH IlarnbIpaCbI3. OH COMI-0 6ein TaTIOH 6epeM.

PCV:

PaxMaT!

VOCABULARY:
Kapb1H,Lialll

younger sister of a man; form for a man to address a
younger woman

mitk-po-patioff

(<Rus.) micro-region

6ap-

to go

awro6yc

(<Rus.) bus

Tponrietl6yc

( <Rus.) trolley-bus

X0II aku

fare, road payment

Ken

Komyrrop
xypNcYP-YrlY

in a question: "I wonder ..."
(<Rus.) conductor
to go, to move
which is (are) continuously going (moving)

waaprta ;Kypyriy TpaxcnopT city transit
a kind of coupon used in city transit
TaTIOH
Tian-

gari-mtp-

to hit; to cut (with a tool)

(causative) to have cut; here: to validate
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Ordinals:

to cardinal numbers,
Ordinals are formed by adding thesuffix +(bOulthii+(m)ittat; +(y)p-ty/+(y)Htty

see Appendix, p. 152.

Habitual Participle -yytly/-yynyi-oony:
The function of this participle (verbal noun) has been explained on p.43. The phrase maapna

(=goes) regularly in the city) is a
substantive. Many terms of
good example of its attributive usage.The participle also functions as a
(<;Ka3- "to write");
professions and occupations are formed with it, e.g., xa3yylly "writer"
xypyytty "builder" (gyp- "to build"). See also Word List, p. 149.
71: ypyytiy transport "city transit" (lit.: the transit which operates

ti
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:
TS:
PCV:
TS:

To purchase a bus ticket
At the bus station
PCV and employee at the ticket office

CanamaTcbm6m! 1-1onnon-ATara ACOH043ily aKblpKbI aBTo6ycKa

6mp 6HneT xepex.
Kexrapecm3, 61tpox aKbIpKb1 awro6ycxa apyn KanraH ACOK.
AnRaft 6onco 3pTemot 611pifirtm peticKe 6epuu13.

Xapat1T! Empimint aBTo6yc 6:15-Te (arum on-6eare)
XOlieriT. CaaT 9-,aa (Tory3IIa) Llama. on-ATarta 6anocy3.

PCV:
TS:

Maxya. Kaifu Tenertmyn?
110 (6rAp xtcy3 on) cam. ABTO6yc 3-tly (rrynmy) X0.11a0H
AcypeT.

PCV:
TS:

PaXMaT, xaxurbi icanbatha3!
Xamnba 6apbnibi3! 3pTeH menen Ke'mKnenit3!

VOCABULARY:
4011110H-Ara

a town on the shores of the IS& Kol

XeFle-

to leave

aKbip+7JaI

(adj.) last, final

614.neT

(<Rus.) ticket

opyx

place

3p-refi

tomorrow

opTex. mexex

(adj.) tomorrow's
early in the morning, at dawn

petic

(<Rus.) run

ACCon

way; here: platform

KELIMK-

to be late

Ketailc-new43!

Peace Corps

don't be late!
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Postpositions:
In previous dialogues the postpositions mexex "with" and 1:14MIH "after" havebeen introduced.
is that
Postpositions function in the same way as prepositions in English. The main difference
postpositions are set after the noun or pronoun they refer to. Postpositions govern cases.

In the following
There are two kinds of postpositions: postpositions of verbal and nominal origin.
notes, postpositions will be listed according to the case suffixes theyrequire.
1) Postpositions with nominative case:
with, by"
menet
KOTINieHat
3p-rex MeHeH

"by hand"
(see above) "early in the morning"
(lit.: with [the arrival] of tomorrow)

mex meliex

"with me"

6u3 mexeu

"with us"

mexex also serves as a conjunction "and,"combining two nouns:
asTo6yc mexex Tponne I6yc "bus and trolleys"
YyYx

"for, on account of"

but:
c.atibm

a p K bin yy

KNTeII yttyil KerlINIM

"I came for the book"

Niell yttyx

"for me"

axbni rtyx

"for it"

"every" (lit.: in counting)

caaT cabal (p. 66)

"every hour"

Ncbin catIbix

"every year"

"by means of, via"
Ow aphiAnyy (p. 66)

6olowia

"according to"
kerniniviNi 6oloittia (p. 106)
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"via Osh"
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2) Postpositions with the ablative case:
"after"
KNHHii
6ein Kymtex

"after five days"

6wp caa-rrax maw

"after one hour"

yti asuwamaztaxiattimx (p. 72)"after three stops"

6epit

"since"
"since many years"

Ken xuutnuax 6epi4

6aunca

"aside, besides"
"aside from this"

Nib! KWH 6awKa

3) Postpositions with the dative case:

Intim

"until, up to"
caaT 6wpre =team

AKanemmira Liam (p. 72)

"until one o'clock"
"until the building of the Academy"

4) Nouns functioning as postpositions are combined with the preceding noun or pronoun
according to the rules of "indefinite ownership," see p. 53.
3141K

side, direction"; xarbuwa. "at the side of"

Oat xarbm.tta (p. 95) "close to Osh" (lit.: at the side of Osh)

well

"side, direction"; xeiryiwe "about":
Tb1111-1TbIK To 6y ACE)HyHlte anal KoloHy314y!

"Please tell a little bit about the Peace Corps."

Peace Corps
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3.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:
TS:

To ask for flights
At the airport
PCVs and employee at the ticket counter

ACITbill,b13tEbl, 031-0H1-0 camoneT riaka?

KetmpecM3, BLIIIIKeKTeH Tyypa 03reHrecamoneT

OIII apulnyy 6apacbm.
PCV:
TS:
PCV:
TS:
PCV:
TS:
PCV:

Ourrou e3renre KalITIIII xceTe6H3?
01.11TOH 03F0H1-43 caaT cabal awro6yc Karran
6onco, Ounco yti 6FineT 6ep1ffu3 -T-B4.

Katicu y6anarna Kaanaitcbm?
3pTeR Tyarrepue, mymicri 6onco.
CaaT 12:30 (OH-3K14 oTy3aa) xcapail6m?

XapatiT, paxMaT!

VOCABULARY:
O3reH

a town in the south of Kirghizstan

camorieT

(<Rus.) plane, aircraft
to fly

TYYPa

straight

Our

city in southern Kirghizstan

apia,myy

by means of, via (postposition)

Ka rnm

how

xe-r-

to reach

caaT Caiiblii

every hour
to come and go
be come and go regularly

KaTra-

Karran Typy6aKbrr

time

Kaana-

to want

Tym

midday

Tym+Tep+Re

Peace Corps

about midday
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The word Kairrmn "how" does/not observe the rule of palatal-velarharmony (see p. 3). It is a
Kuwait, Kai Ina)
combination of two words: *Ka "what" (root syllable of demonstrative pronouns
and 3T- "to do": Kamm (lit.: in doing what?).
The expression Tyurrepue means "about noun." Added to numerals andexpressions of time the
plural +nap / +nep, etc. expresses approximity:
caaT 3134+nep+ile

Peace Corps

"about two o'clock"
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4.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:
TD:
PCV:
TD:
PCV:

TD:

To hire a taxi
At a street in Bishkek
PCV and taxi driver

CanaMaTcH36bI! Taiccu 6oinaly?

Oo6a, Kermut3! Katia 6apa6bm?
Ounapmoirus[ra mallibm xcaTam.

Auudi 6onco oTypyuy3, ynyrt anbm 6apaM.
Xamnbi 60JIOT 3J1e, KomzepTrim 6aunanbumbrua 15 (ox -hem)

wimp' Kaaabl.
Koplcuouy3, ynrype6y3!

VOCABULARY:
6om

free

Ta.KCH

taxi

cintnapmom4S4

( <Rus.) concert hall

maul-

to hurry

matubrri xara.m

I am hurrying

oTyp- / onTyp-

to sit

anbiri 6ap-

to take, to drive to (a place)
to fly

KoinlepT

(<Rus.) concert

6aurraimim

beginning

to be started (<6am "head")
KopK-

to be afraid

yrrryp-

to be in time, to accomplish something intime

Peace Corps
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The particle 3ne in the phrase walaubt 6onoT 3ne renders "this will indeed be good (will be
excellent)!" In conjunction with the present-definite future tense 3ne stresses that the action will be

done.
3ne used after nouns or other words stresses the preceding word: "still, yet, only; indeed, so":
B143/11{H al tia6b13 3Jle mypyi-my CCCP'JIMH "py6nb"pi.

"Our money is still the ruble of the former Soviet Union."
Oo6a, qbill 3lle, TbIFILITIAK To 6y mexex Ken Amm (p. 92).

"Yf:s, it is very true, I came with the Peace Corps."
Mbninan yet 103ap-ran 3ne anbic.

"It's only three blocks away."

PROVERB:
Bin XOK Xepal1H 1196y aIlTbIH.

"The grass is always greener on the
other side of the fence."

(lit.: In the places where we don't go the grass is golden.)
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TOPIC 7:

DIRECTIONS
CULTURE NOTE:

The City of Bishkek

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To ask for and give location of a building
To ask for and give directions to a place

Peace Corps
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The City of Bishkek
Bishkek, the capital of the Republic of Kirghizstan, is located in the greenfoothills of the snowcapped Ala-Tau mountains. It is a beautiful city, sheltered by the mountainsfrom the cold winds in
divides are
winter and the soaring heat in the summer. Trees line its broad streets. Often the center
tree-lined too. Many parks, among them the Botanical Garden and the Arboretumof the Kirghiz
said that Bishkek
Academy of Sciences, add to the city's appearance of a garden city. It has been
has more trees per resident than any other city in the former Soviet Union(Kadir Omurkulov,
Kirghizia. Moscow 1987, p. 68).

The city was founded in 1878. At that time it was called Pishkek, also pronouncedBishkek. In
1926 the Soviets renamed the city Frunze after Mikhail Frunze(1885-1925), the Red Army
commander who participated in the reconquest of Central Asia afterthe October Revolution of
1917. In 1991 the city resumed its former name. Streets and places,which had been named after

Russian commanders of the Red Army, were given new names ofhistorical and cultural
significance to the Kirghiz.

Before Kirghizstan's declaration of independence, on August 31, 1991,Bishkek had eight
institutions of higher education and thirteen specialized secondary schools.Now an additional
number of institutes and secondary schools have been established. In termsof its population,
of Bishkek is
Bishkek is a young city. According to recent statistics, the average age of resident
a
30 years. Bishkek is also the seat of the Kirghiz Academy of Scienceswhich has eighteen research
institutes.

1

Next to theaters, concert halls and museums, much of the cultural lifetakes place in a building
formerly called the "House of Culture," (i.e., Soviet Culture). This building,together with a
unique sculptural complex, was built in the late 1970s. Though it wasdifficult at that time to

express a preference for Kirghiz culture, theKirghiz succeeded in having the park-like avenue
leading to the "House of Soviet Culture" transformed into a strong statementof Kirghiz cultural
values. The avenue is flanked by sculptures of famous singers/poets of Manas,the national epic of
the Kirghiz (see p. 12). Facing these sculptures, in front of the building,is a statue of Manas
himself, astride his swift steed Ak-Kula. On his left side stands a statueof his wise, old advisor
Bakay and to his right side is his faithful wife Kanikey. Throughout thecity one finds many other
references to the hero Manas. For example, the airport in Bi :.kek, for manythe gateway to
Kirghizstan, is named after him. Appropriately, it is Manas who firstwelcomes the visitor to the
land of the Kirghiz.
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COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

1.

To ask for and give location of a building
At a street corner
PCV and a Kirghiz person

K:

Keumpecin, cm,r_teH cypacaM 6ono6y?
Cypaubm, Kynarbim cm3ae!

PCV:
K:

Ytnyn )KepaeH y'i aanuamaaaH KMKMH 14.ummaep aKaaemmacbi

PCV:

MeH Ynyrryic Barnum 6apaT 3nem. Xonay 6mn6eti xaTam.
6onoT. AKa,uemmmabm on xarbruaa YmiTryK BaHK bap.

PCV:
K:

PCV:
K:

KaYICbI awro6ycKa Tymym KepeK?

Yawn )KepaeH OTX0H 6aapab1K awro6yc meHeH Tponneti6yeTap
AKaztemmkra tietimm 6apaT.
Clore tioR paXMaT! 3mIt Tyinywaym.
Ap3m6atiT, xaKinbi 6apbIHbI3!

VOCABULARY:
cypa-

to ask

KynaK

ear
I am listening attentively (lit.: My ear is with you.)

Kyriarbim anne

ynyr
ynyr+TyK

nation
national

6anic

bank

614n-

to know

6;in-6e-if xa-ram

I do not know

asinnama

bus stop

WHIM

science

aKaneMI451

( <Rus.) academy

I4nxmaep AKaneMINCbi

Academy of Sciences

Ox

right

xcaK

side

Tytu-

to fall; (with dative case) to fall into; to enter (a vehicle)

OT-

to pass

6aapnbnc

all

tiettlix

(postpostion) till, to

apbi3-

to be close, to be equal

ap3m6aUT

Peace Corps
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Explanation of Phrases:
The phrase C143ReH cypacai 6ono6y "May I ask you?" (lit.: if I ask you, will it be possible?) is the

polite way of asking for permission to do something, see also p. 45.
BapaT 3n em renders "I want to go."
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:
K:

PCV:
K:

To ask for and give directions to a place
At a street corner
PCV and elderly Kirghiz woman

CanamaTcbm6bi, 3)Ke!
CanamaTtibuibnc!

Xaxbru Aceme pecTopan 6ap6b0
Con ;Kamm 6ypynyn Ty3 6apcanIn Ketienyn6yptiy-naa
"Blinn:Kee pecTopanu bap. Bmp KBapTan apEa "Ceffun"

pecTopanbm Ta6acm. Belo-6apmarru xacamaT.
PCV:
K:

PCV:

tin arucnti?
Xoic., alma 3Mec. )Kee 6apcainA3 7-8 (xeTn-cern3) mmllyT
6onoT.
PaxmaT, 3xe!

VOCABULARY:
)1CalaAH

near

pecTopan

(<Rus.) restaurant

con

left

6ypyn-

to turn

TY3

keno
6YIY-1

straight
street
corner

apbt

(<Rus.) block
farther, further away

Tan-

to find

antic

far, far away

anna 3mec

not quite

;Kee

afoot, pedestrian

MHHyT

(<Rus.) minute

la3apTan

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Peace Corps
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Change of Final Consonants

and -x> -6 and r-:

The rule is that -rt > -6 and -K > -r when adding suffixes with initialvowels.
Examples:
Tan- "to find"

',wren "book"
.-Acalc "side, direction"

411K "to go out; turn out"

PROVERB:
3mile 3Kceri, °molly anacbm.

Peace Corps

but
but
but
but

Ta6acm3 "you will find"
134Te6mm "my book"

Dicarbtarta "at its side"

xbirbin (converbial form)
;Kbirambui "I go, will go out"

"What you sow, you harvest."
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TOPIC 8:

SHOPPING AT THE BAZAAR
CULTURE NOTE:

Present Day Life in Kirghizstan

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To converse with a salesperson at the dry fruit stall

2.

To bargain with a salesperson

3.

To inquire about quality and price of a handmade carpet
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Present Day Life in Kirghizstan
Living conditions in Kirghizstan are difficult now. A high rate of inflation, unemployment, an

increase in crimes and other negative factors have given rise to a sense of insecurity and
helplessness among some segments of the population. Others, while coping with the hardships,
have discovered strength in self-reliance.
The disadvantaged, elderly and families with many children still receive pensions, allowances and

other assistance from the government. The Soviet-type social programs which the Ki rghiz
government inherited, such as free health care and education, have not beenabolished. On the
contrary, President Akayev's program for developing a market economy includes a strong
commitment to social welfare programs (Ululation, October 15, 1992, p. 2).

Under the present economic conditions, however, the existing government programs
insufficient. It is admirable that the Kirghiz have turned to one of their most cherished traditions:
the exercise of generosity. Those who have more than others help the less fortunate. For example,

businessmen offer scholarships to supplement the stipends students receive from the state. These
stipends are based on grades. In November 1992, those who earned the best grade ("5") received

1,450 rubles per month. Those who made only the grade "2" had to get by with 680 rubles
(Asaba, December 3, 1992). These amounts are barely enough to cover expenses for food. Last
winter students living in dormitories in Bishkek had a particularly hard time. Appeals were made to
the district administrators in the provinces to deliver food to students from their regions.The

mayor of the city of Batikei, for example, distributed 30 kg potatoes,5 kg meat, and 5 kg sugar to
each student from his city (largit Tuusu, January 7, 1993).

their
Teachers of the Tien-Shan district in the province of Narin found a simple way to help
schools and themselves. They converted schoolyards into agricultural use. Seven hundred sheep
were raised and 60 ha of land was cultivated. The wheat from the land wasmade into flour and
With
distributed among the teachers. The wool from the sheep earned the teachers 170,000 rubles.
(Jetkinieek,
this income coal was bought at summer prices to heat the school buildings in winter

October 10, 1992, p. 1).
enrich
There are, of course, also those who use the lack of law enforcement as opportunities to
themselves. Artificial shortages are being created by people engaging in "black marketeering."
they can
These people, called in Kirghiz "kizil kulak" (lit.: "red ears"), buy or even steal everything
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lay their hands on, from air and railroad tickets to furs from illegallyhunted animals. Some of their

"goods" are shipped to other republics, while other merchandise,like food, is sold locally at

inflated prices. The activities of the "kitil kulak" have outraged thepopulation. For example, bread
recently became scarce in Bishkek. Long lines formed in frontof bread stores, while elsewhere all
kinds of bread were available, of course, at much higher prices.
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1.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To converse with a salesperson at a fruit stall
At a market (bazaar), at a fruit stall
PCV and salesperson (younger girl)

S:

AR, xitrwr, KCJIHRH3! OpyK, Me 1n3 affbilibI3! BaTtaaHTaTTyy!

PCV:

?Kerr Kepcem 6ono6y?
Ari6erre 6onoT! Kaanaralina
Asi6aii in pun 3KeH! Katicba )Kepizin xemmum?

S:

PCV:
S:

PCV:

TymTyKTe OCKOH 311 COHyti epyKTex, mean 6onco Kapa xana
aK xygym.Lten KypraTunran. 1314TaMHHH Ken!
Lten 6ernium3!
MBAR 6onco, KapbniTham, mara xaphim

VOCABULARY:
interjection: hey!
oPYK

young man
fresh apricot; dried apricot

meiht3

raisin

6an

honey

TaT

taste

)1:14nrr

TaT+Tyy

sweet
to eat

;Ken Kep-

to try to eat; here: to taste

unspxx

sweet

xemstur

fruit

TyurryK

south

ec-

to grow

3H

particle forming superlative

3H COHyH

the very best

xapa

black

aK

white

wy3ym

grapes

KypraT-

to dry

KypraT -binBHTUMHH

Peace Corps
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Suffix -rangai-renge; -rontioi-rontio; also
-Katmai-Kam, etc. after voiceless consonants:
The above suffix renders "while, as long as." Thesuffix may also indicate limitation in regard to a
future action: "before doing something, until." It canalso express preference "rather than doing
soz_zthing, instead of."
Examples:

Kama-ram anum13

"take as long (=as much) as you like"

Kopyin-KeHme canamarra 6onyuy3 (p. 86)

"until we meet (again) be healthy!"

Ablative: +11ani+pen, etc. (see Chart 2):
The dialogue above gives several examples for the usageof the ablative. Its basic function is to
render separation "from, away from." In the abovedialogue the ablative indicates the material from
which something is made: al: xy3ym+riou KypraTbuiran"they (=the raisins) have been dried from
white grapes."
The ablative also renders selection from something:
"please give me half a kilo."
mara Acapbim 1.34.11J1ell 6epmitx3!

The above dialogue also gives an example for the usageof the ablative to form the comparative of
adjectives (see p. 37):
6an +uaH -rarryy

Peace Corps
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To bargain with a salesperson
At the bazaar
PCV and elderly woman salesperson

S:

Ana, Cyr matiayy6y?
Matinyy 6on6oroHao, 6epeicem! Kapacaa yeTyHaery
Kgimarbm!

PCV:

BHp JITITpH Karma TypaT?

S:

BHp nsrrpH 25 (xchabipma 6em) com

PCV:

3 (yq) MATp1111 65 (aTITbIMMIII 6em) comr .1,:pec343614?

S:

Mann, 70 ()ice-ram-mu) comro 6epetilitt!

PCV:

)1CapatiT!

PCV:

VOCABULARY:
aria

a form of addressing an elderly woman

cyr

milk

mak

butter; oil

mak-Knyy

(adj.) fat (lit.: with butter, oil)

6on6oronno

certainly, it goes without saying
(<6on- "to be", lit: if it is not)

ycT

surface

ycT+yx+The+ry

which is on its surface

Kakmak

cream

nicrp
Typ-

(<Rus.) liter
to stand; to cost
well, agreed

maim

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The above sentence "kapacan ycrynnery kailmarbni!" is rendered as"just look (lit.: if you look) at
the cream on the top (of the milk)!" The changed word order in the sentencereflects the reaction of

the saleswoman to the question asked by the customer. The normalword order would be
ye-Fp-Li:wry Ka Amarbtx Kapacau! For the use of theconditional to render requests, see p. 45.
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3.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:

To inquire about quality and price of goods
At the craft bazaar
PCV and salesperson (younger woman)

Kapbumain, lutnemnum3 aa6aii K003 3KeH! entiemy
KaartaN?

Y3yuy 3.5 (yti xcapum) meTp, Tyypacia 2.5 (3KH Acaphim)

S:

meTp.

PCV:

Kmnem Ta3a xynnen xacaaran6m, ;Ice apanammanapm 6ap6bi?
Byn Tan-Ta3a XyHROH xacallran. 03y6y3 \rite TOKyraH6b13.
Arlb labI3, ag6aR xmnyy!
Kantiara caTacbl3?

S:

6 (a.rimi) ?Ann COM =Vim.

PCV:
PCV:

Knnemmun xamum 3KeH, 6npok 6aacbrnarm Ncanum 3KeH.
Aiwa CH3 cypawn.
menet' cooua6bl3 6yTcyH!
5 (hem)

S:

Meitnn, opTocy 6oncyH. 5.5 (6ein )KapblM) MMIj COM.

PCV:

Konyny3lly 6epinu3!
(shake hands)

PCV:
S:

S:

VOCABULARY:
otnem

carpet

K003

beautiful

engem

dimension, measurement

TYYPa

long, length
width

Ta 3a

pure; clean

Y3Y11

Tan Ta 3a

very pure

YKYH

wool

apa

between

apa+na-w+ma
03

o3y6y3
To Ky-

haol.flyy

Peace Corps
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self
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to weave; to knot
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Kawia+ra

for how much

anita

then

cypa-

to ask

coona

trade

6yT-

to end

opTo

middle

KOJI

hand; arm

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Reflexive pronoun 03 "self":
The reflexive pronoun 03 used with possessive suffixes renders "self": e3+ym "myself," e3+y6y3
"ourselves." The reflexive pronoun first person often replaces the first person personal pronoun,
see above example:
e3y6y3 Atte ToxyraH6b13

"we (=ourselves) have woven (it) at home."

Explanation of sentence:
The sentence in the above dialogue: arrrbi mput coi neilm (=neilmm) represents a direct quotation

(see p. 106): "I say: '6000 rubles.'"

PROVERB:

not Toonop ua maitua Taurrall KypynaT.
"Even the tall mountains are made from small stones."
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TOPIC 9:

BEING INVITED BY A KIRGHIZ FAMILY
CULTURE NOTE:

On Kirghiz Hospitality

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To be invited and to respond to an invitation

2.

To be welcomed into a Kirghiz home

Peace Corps
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On Kirghiz Hospitality
arriving at a
The hospitality of the Kirghiz people is deeply rooted in t:Leir nomadic past. A traveler
sheep
Kirghiz ayil (encampment) was always welcomed into any yurt (hoz iiy) he approached. A

would be slaughtered in his honor and the whole ayil would enjoy the visitor's company,
with
particularly if he brought with him news of distant places and was able to entertain his hosts
improvised songs and melodies played on the komuz, the Kirghiz national instrument.

Hospitality among the Kirghiz, as among all Central Asian Turkic peoples, is an obligation taught
girl, knows exactly
to the young as part of their upbringing. Every young Kirghiz, whether boy or

how to serve guests and how to function at large gatherings. To receive guests isoften a
community affair. Formerly the whole ayil would partake in the expenditures. Today is
it the

village, or in the cities, the neighborhood that participates communally in the entertaining of guests.

The young are not only taught how to be good hosts but also how to be good guests. A guest
should never come with empty hands. The nomadic society of the Kirghiz was very muchbased
on the understanding that one has to give first before one canreceive. To receive without giving
marks a person as greedy. The "give and take" very often is carried out in the form of anexchange
of gifts. For example, a guest should bring with him something for the children in the hostfamily,
female
flowers for the hostess, or something from the country where the guest has come from. A
guest might also prepare some delicacies at homy. particularly if she knowsthat a number of guests
have been invited in honor of a special visitor.

When the guest leaves, the host will present him/her with a gift of his own. At a banquet, the male
guest of honor will be dressed ceremonially in a robe and a Kirghiz hatwill be placed on his head.
At this time the honored guest should be ready to present his gifts to the hosts andother guests.
Circumstances may vary, but it should be remembered that the Kirghiz code of hospitalityrequires
immediate reciprocity.

Another fact to be remembered is that Kirghiz hosts lead their guests to their special seats.There is

no free seating order. For example, the honored guestwill always be seated opposite the door.
close to the
This place of honor is called Or. In the Kirghiz yurt the tor was opposite the entrance,
open fire. The guest would face the entrance of the yurt, andwould therefore be undisturbed by the
food being brought in or by arriving guests.
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COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

1.

K:
PCV:
K:

To be invited and to respond to an invitation
Telephone conversation
PCV and his Kirghiz friend

Ano, ,E13H! Memel Taapibizu AariA360

Oo6a, A3aMaT, Kaitaaticho?
)KaMaH 3mec, paxMaT! ):(9H, 6ypcyryity caaT 5-Te (6eurre)
6m3amamell qati 11111111 KeTNEK3?

PCV:
K:

PaxmaT, ce3cy3 6apaM!
C143 TaaithwaH aocTopym 6onoT: Thum, Anapa, BOROT, 3pluill
asuma metier!.

K:

Aktau Acalcumi 6onoT!
Aiwa Kepyunceatie canamaTra 6onyny3!

PCV:

Canamarra 6onyity3!

PCV:

VOCABULARY:
Ta.allbt-

to know (a person); to recognize

6YPcYrYllY

6p13-framt

the day after tomorrow
ours (lit.: what belongs to us); our home

tiaft WWI KeT-

to have a meal (lit.: to drink tea and leave)

CO3Cy3

without fail, surely, certainly

assn

woman, wife
to meet (with each other) (-(cep- "to see")
until we meet, until we see each other again

KepymKepyin-Kentie

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The above idiomatic phrase: 6113111410tHeli 'tat( -Alum KeT141-1143 (lit.: please drink teawith us ( -from

us) and leave") renders the Kirghiz way of inviting someone for dinner. "Tohave a cup of tea" is a
euphemism for a full meal.
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

PCV:
W:
PCV:
W:

To be welcomed into a Kirghiz home
Arrival at a Kirghiz home
PCV, his Kirghiz friend's wife and her elderly
father

Cana1aTcboaap6m!
CanamaTimmix! Kerman!

Eyn rynaep ciore,
tioit paxMaT! KaRuart coHyx go3anap! ,U311, xenreH
KOHOKTORVH 6aapbIH Taaubdicht3. Eyn axcalcan6onco

mem' aTaM.
PCV:
W:
F:
PCV:

Accanomy anermym, aKCaKarl!
ATa, 6yn 6onco 6143,Eum Amepaxania ROCy6y3. ATbI Lt3x.

6anam? KmprbocTaKaa imaiHan6ati xypecyli6y?
PaxmaT, aTa! Kuril-mum-1 xoxmyx. KmprbocTax mara ag6ati
)1carbrn xcaTaT!

Ouloarkoti 3ne 6oncyH, 6anam!

F:

VOCABULARY:
ryn

flower

po3a

rose

KOHOK

guest

6aapbl

all

6on-co
Kasithian-6at1

and, but (lit.: if it is)
to suffer, to meet difficulties
without suffering, without any difficulties

xyp-

to walk, here: to get along

:KaK-

to please, to enjoy

Kbdinan-

Mara ... :Karbm :Kara-r

ane

Peace Corps

it pleases me; I like, I enjoy

see p. 69
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1

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
emphatic particle:
The above dialogue gives examples for the usage of 6on-co (lit.: if it is) as an
"and this old gentleman is my father"
Byn at caKan 6onco meftmx aram

"and this, my father, is ..."

Am, 6yn 6onco

PROVERB:
Ambuccia Tamama nocTy KaC icunarr. "Better lose a jest than a friend"
(lit.: to much joking makes a friend an enemy)

1

1

1

1

1

(4
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TOPIC 10:

AT THE WORKPLACE
CULTURE NOTE:

Educational System in Kirghizstan

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To converse with Kirghiz students (first day of class)

2.

To prepare for a meeting with rectorof institute or university

3.

To interact with Kirghiz students(inquiring why being late or absent)

Peace Corps
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Educational System in Kirghizstan
On September 1, 1992 all five Central Asian Republics (Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan,
to their universities and
Turkmenistan and Tajikistan) introduced the American degree system
1992-1993 will earn as
institutions of higher learning. Studentsadmitted for the academic year
continue in graduate programs
their first academic degree theBachelor of Arts and may then
students will finish their studies
leading to the master and doctoraldegrees. Previously enrolled
according to the Soviet educational system,which will be phased out gradually.
the American university system, but,
The Central Asian republics have made a clear choice for
whole educational system of
unfortunately, their decision with itswide-range implications for the
With hardly any teachers orfaculty
Central Asia, has escaped theattention of the American public.
of degree requirements,
trained at American universities orcolleges, with little knowledge
materials, etc.), the Central Asian
curricula, and with the lack of teaching tools (textbooks, course
crucial times of change.
republics are looking at the UnitedStates to assist them in these
For example, the insufficient
Kirghizstan, for example, needs instructors in all academic fields.
number of teachers of English is a critical concern. The general demand for people with a
work
knowledge of English is so greatthat many teachers of English have left their institutions to
and diplomatic missions for much
in the government, local and foreign business enterprises,
higher pay.

number of students. Previously,
Institutions of higher learning alsohave to cope with a larger
other city in the former
students could apply to universities in Moscow, St. Petersburg or any
students of other republics.
Soviet Union. Now these institutions charge tuition from
throughout the
The shortage of teachers, notonly English teachers, has created a critical situation
in the countr -side, in the small
educational system of Kirghizstan.The shortage is most severe
the lack of school books and
villages and towns. Parents and school teachers complain about
crisis (see p. 49) and cannot afford to
teaching aids. The country isin the midst of an economic
used school books,
pay hard currency for paper to print school books. Most of the formerly
published according to the strictguidelines of the Communist Party, had to be discarded. Scholars
history, language and literature, but their
have been working on new books concerning Kirghiz
manuscripts could not be publishedfor lack of paper.
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majority of whom
Despite the lack of books and other shortages, mostof the Kirghiz teachers, the
are women, have been taking on additional teaching loads. They are admirably committed to
teaching the young generation. The emphasisthroughout the school system is now onimplanting
being brought to
in the young respect for the ancientnomadic culture of the Kirghiz. Children are
yurts (traditional dome tents of theKirghiz) and are being taught Kirghizhistory and the poetry of
the Kirghiz aqin (oral poets/singers),which also includes epic songs, such asKoio Jed, Keydikan,
and above all the monumental epic Manas(see p. 12). They are also introduced tothe works of
those Kirghiz poets and writers persecutedduring the Soviet period.

Working together with Kirghiz writers and poets,teachers and scholars of Kirghiz reintroduced
into the Kirghiz language words whichhad been replaced by Russian and abolished Russian
orthographic rules imposed on Kirghiz. Kirghiz newspapersresponded to the quest for a renewed
Kirghiz language. Currently, they are settingexamples in using a Kirghiz language nolonger
influenced by Russian vocabulary and style.
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COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

1.

To converse with Kirghiz students
In a classroom
PCV and Kirghiz students

YpMarryy oxyytiynap! Mem emnepAmm amrnmcTI MM

PCV:

myranmmm 6onom.

K:

Arafi, AMepi4KallaH KellThI411113 ,aen yKTyK.01E011 1161H613I?

PCV:

Oo6a, tEb1H 3ne, TBUITYNK To 6y memem

Amepmicaaam xenumm.

K:
PCV:

C143 KJ:Apr.1)m Tam-a 6mpmmtut )10al1yKeTI1ERIM3611?

K:

Am 6ati )Kalcuma 6onily! Amrnmc TtiiJILI ca6arbrm amemicarux

Oo6a, 61)1111)111 memm Kmprbm mamnexerrmicYHI1BepC14TeT14
tialcupabl. Cmnepre 3K14 )1(13111ca6ax

6epem.

myraammzem aarbI6bI3 xeneT.

VOCABULARY:
ypmaT
ypMaT +Tyy

oKyytty

aen

respect
respectful, dear
student ( <oKy- to read, to study)
( <ne- "to say") closes off adirect quotation (see below)
to hear

YK-

true

tiblH

3ne

very true; it's very true

Tbiliti+TbIK

peace

TOII

group, corps, assembly
Peace Corps

TbIWITbIK TO6y

X0I1

6mpwitilt xoriy

way, road; time
for the first time

6bitibIJI

this year (<6yni--..k.bin "this year")

mamneKeT+TaK

state (adj.)
to call, to invite

Whirl

year

ca6ax
ca6aK an-

lesson
to teach (lit.: to give lessons)
to be taught, to study, to learn (li! : to take lessons)

ca6aK allFb161313 Kener

see below

ca6aK 6ep-
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The phrase an-rbit6m3 KeneT means lit.: our desire to take (lessons) comes (arises), i.e., "we very
much want to take lessons." The verbal noun -rbt/-rm; -ry/-ry (also -13:4/-K14, etc. after voiceless
consonants) with possessive suffixes is followed by the third person singular of the verb Ken-:
KeneT or Kermit The desire is personalized as a being which arises from the mind or heart of the
human being. The paradigm of. this construction is as follows:

atIT-KbI+6bI3 KeneT

"my desire to go arises (arose)," i.e.,
I very much want (wanted) to go"
"we very much want to say"

ano-ry+cy KeneT

"he very much %% Ants to think"

cyttneut-Ky+my3 KeneT

"you very much want to speak with someone"

xama+rbum KeneT

"I very much want to live'

6ap-rbi+m KeneT (Kellum)

The negation of this construction is:
6ap-rbil-m Ken6eitT (Ken6eum), or
6ap-rbi-Frm mcoK, etc.
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2.

COMPETENCY:

SITUATION:
ROLES:

To prepare for a meeting with the rector (director)
of the institute or university
At the workplace
PCVs and two Kirghiz colleagues

K:

YpMarryy TbIWITLIK TO6y mellex KenreH aocrop! PeKTopy6y3
3pTeit caaT 10-.ao (otwo) cxxiepan Ka6bLa anaT.

PCV:
K:

Xamm 6onoT! CM3 Rani 6M3 meHex 6apacm360
Oo6a, men cialep meHex Kona° 6apaM. 3pTeR caaT9:30-aa

PCV:
K:

PCV:
K:

PCV:

(Tory3 oTy3aa) cm3aep TypraH meitimamcaHaaa xonyra6m3.
CytineurryK!
PeKTopro cypoonopyRy3my aasinaarlbmaap!
Cypoonop 3tiatc 3ne )lasip!
AHIia Keppmewie czmamarra 6onyay3Etapl.
CanaMarra 6onyny3!

VOCABULARY:
pek-rop

friend
(<Rus.) director, presider. (of institute or university)

'mom"' an-

to receive

KOLITO

together

ROC

mam'

guest

melt:mamma

hotel (lit.: guest house)

X011y1C-

to meet

cytine-m-

to talk with each other; here: to agree

cytfileurryK

settled! agreed! (lit.: we agreed)

cypoo
masip

question
ready

Etasiptta-

to prepare

T-iak

long ago

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
The above dialogue gives examples for the attributive usageof the past participle -raii/-rex, etc. in
rendering English relative clauses: Ken -reH nocTop "friendswho have come"; cilariep Typ-raii
meilmaincaliaga "in the hotel you (all) are staying." See p. 43.
Peace Corps
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3.

COMPETENCY:

SITUATION:
ROLES:
PCV:
S:

To interact with Kirghiz students (inquiring why
being absent or late)
Classroom
PCV and Kirghiz student (male)

Acan, 3mHere gyitnem6y KyHy ca6aKTa 6on6oapiy3?
Ketmpuun, araL P4mem6m xatia xeKurem6H Kyiwepy
Amara 6apaum, aTa-3Hemam KepAym. Max a6a-bIpaitu xamaH
6orryn camomeT rinaabi. Omewrim 6yryn Kerumm.
Katicm xaKTa?

PCV:

Cli3al4H

S:

AtiblabIM OIn xarbuvia.

VOCABULARY:
atibut

why
village, also: house

alias

then, after that

a6a

air
condition, appearance

3mne+re

bipaif

a6a-wpailm
camone-r

weather

(<Rus.) aircraft
to fly

OUICHTIM

:scat:

xalitaaa

therefore
direction, side, vicinity

at the side of (see p. 65)

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
No explanations are needed for the above dialogue.

PROVERB:
AxbtrI melleH Tap6m5 -- 6mp Tyyrall. "Intelligence and good manners arebrothers."
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TOPIC 11:

MEDICAL & HEALTH ISSUES
CULTURE NOTE:

Health and Environmental Issues in Kirghizstan

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To respond to questions about illness

2.

To report a medical emergency
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Health and Environmental Issues in Kirghizstan
Kirghizstan, as all other non-Russian territories of the former Soviet Union,has to cope with the
legacy of a large-scale mismanagement of the country's natural resources and caomplete disregard
the province
for its environment. This is especially evident in the southern parts of Kirghizstan, in
of Osh.
It was extremely difficult for the Kirghiz when, soon after the Russian conquest,their best grazing
lands were confiscated for the benefit of Russian settlers who brought with them da ifferent attitude

toward nature. Later, during the Soviet period, the Kirghiz saw their riversbeing diverted or
destroyed as huge darns were built in the earthquake-prone mountains. Theywatched their animals
Kirghiz became
being hunted to the point of extinction. Following the orders from Moscow, many
indifferent to nature too.

The Kirghiz, having been a nomadic people, have a long tradition of protecting nature.For them,
nature was to be revered by man and was not to be subjected tohis will. Mountains and rivers
were the seats of spirits to be venerated in daily rituals.Certain animals, like the deer and the wolf,
were considered the ancestors of Kirghiz tribes andit was forbidden to hunt or harm them. Like
the Native Americans, the Kirghiz believed that humans should livein harmony with nature and
with the animal world.

Long before glasnost, during the 1960's, the Kirghiz writer ChingizAitmatov (see p. 155-156)
began to speak out against the disregard for nature and human lives. In oneof his stories,
helpless victims of the
"Farewell, Gulsary!", a horse is presented as a symbol for the millions of
In the story
Soviet regime -- a regime that sacrificed human beings and animals, as well as nature.
"The White Steamship" (1970) he reminded the Kirghiz, and for that matterthe whole world, of
their responsibility to future generations. A young boy takes his life, leavingthis earth in despair,
after having witnessed how his gentle grandfather who had taught him to bekind to every living
creature, every tree and stone, had been trampled down,his soul broken by the brutal Oroskul, a
man with no regard for Kirghiz traditions,respecting neither human beings nor animals.
Chinghiz Aitmatov, born 1928, speaks for many Kirghiz when he reflects uponhis childhood and
his native village Sheker. "In my childhood days we were told it is a sin tokill birds." The village
has changed too. Though the mountains are still there, "the KurkureuRiver has disappeared, a fact
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that hurts me very much" (Chingiz Aitmatov,The Time to Speak Out, Progress Publishers,
Moscow, 1988, p. 59).
Fortunately, some regions of Kirghizstan have beenspared or less effected by Moscow's central
planning. One of these places is the area of the IsIk-Kol ("Hot Lake"), the "Blue Eye" ofthe
Kirghiz mountains. The lake, the world's secondlargest mountain lake, lies at 1,608 metersabove
sea level. It is surrounded on twosides by snow-capped mountains. The Isik-Kolis unique in that
it does not freeze in the winter. The lake is fed bydozens of rivers, but none flows out of thelake.
Though the lake and its surroundings have notlost their natural beauty, there are ecological

problems. Since 1927 the water level in the lake hasdropped by 2.8 meters at an annual rate of 5-6

centimeters (Kadir Omurkulov, Kirghizia. Moscow 1987, p. 45). Kirghiz environmentalists
believe that the water level has been dropping as aresult of intense human interference. They urge

that the whole Is

region be put under the protection of the United Nations in order to

preserve this wonder of naturefor the benefit of the world.

They also have been paying close attention to some remotemountain valleys and forests that
provide a habitat for plants and animals found onlyin Kirghizstan. The country encompassesin its
small territory all climatic zones of the world,from sun-drenched deserts to perpetual snow.For
many years scholars at the Instituteof Organic Chemistry of the Kirghiz Academy ofSciences have

been researching plants and have identified4,000 species with curative properties. Foremost
among the Kirghiz scholars is Arstanbek Altinniishev, author of a book entitledThe Medicinal
Riches of Kirghizstatz (Kadir Omurkulov, op. cit., p.29).

Kirghizstan's "green pharmacy" has become importantfor the country's health services which arc
now experiencing a severe shortage of imported medicines. The healthservices also have to
struggle with many other shortages. The energycrisis, particularly during the winter of 1992-

1993, effecters the work of doctors and nursesin hospitals and health care facilities. In some

regions ambulance services were completely interrupted.

I I,
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COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

1.

PCV:
S:

To voice concern about a student's well-being
Classroom
PCV (lady) and student

Fysmapa, cHare anHe 6onny? Lten-coonyrynyanypycny?
Keinipecma, axe, Kmxime )K Max ceamn TypaM.Oopyn
Kaa 11131M

PCV:

3MHeiLli3 oopyitT?

PCV:

Hillary.
Barnum, Tamarbim oopyliT. Mara cyyK Tif
)Kamm, Ore 6apbrn, travc Hznrri TelHOKKO xaTcax:bia xaKcbi

S:

6onop 3ne.
MaKyn. Mara Kenya 6yprallbmbi3ra LIOn paxMaT, axe.

S:

VOCABULARY:
cure 3mlle 6onmy?

What happened with you? What's the matterwith you?

Rex haeue

body

itypyc

health
alright, right, well

tatuaffie

a little

ce3-

to feel

Rex-coonyK

ce3 -Mri Typam

oopyoopyn Kannbim

I am feeling
to hurt, to be ill
I got ill

ofuno#T

it seems

Tama

throat

cyyK

cold

Tidt-

to touch

mara cyyx Tutipt-rvip

it seems I got a cold (lit.: the cold touched me)

;Kan

soul

;Kamm
TOMOK
'ACaT-

KO win

6ypKetiyn 6yp-

Peace Corps
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
Past tense in -binTlApi-unTup; -yliTypi-yrryp plus personal endings (see p.13):
The phrase Mara cyyk milvinnip "it seemsI got a cold" is a good example for the usage of the
above past tense form. It indicates that thespeaker is either unaware that the actiorhad happened,
has forgotten about it, or has heard about itthrough someone else.

Sentence Explanation:

drink tea and
The sentence ... TOIIIEMUCO ykaTcafibio ;Kamm6onop one renders "if you go home,
rest it would be good," i.e., "youshould go home."
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To report a medical emergency
Sports arena / school grounds
PCV and students

S(1):

Ara i, Te3mpoc. yicypyny3. LlormoH TOR ORHOII

PCV:
S(2):
PCV:

tionnoH, 6Hp xcepmf oopyrry6y?
O11, Konym aa6aR oopyiiT.

Tympvcryy, KorlyRy3 CbliffaH

SW:

,a0KTOp garichipcalc 6ono6y?

XoK, 3H XaKIIINCbI, "Te3 xapaarera -reneckoH tianambi3.
(Tellorpowto):
Te3MpeeK tieT Twartep mcnrryrbma "Te3 xcapaahercbi

PCV:

xit6epm-u43! LiormoH ,aereH KbI3

Kony CbIHbiH

KarrraH 3Kell!

VOCABULARY:
quick, quickly

Te3

more quickly, fast

Te3-144peeK

TOn

ball

alto-

to play

XbIrbLfl-

Tymyx-yK+Tyy

to fall down
understandable; I see

ChM-

to break, to be broken

;Kapott
Te3 ;Kapott
;tai6ep-

help

ambulance

to send

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Superlative:
The dialogue gives an example for the rendering of thesuperlative of adjectives: 31-1 Acamubt "the

best," here further intensified through the third personpossessive: 91-I ;Katanbi+cbi "the best of the

best," meaning "it's best."

PROVERB:
6attrIbIK--flell COOTIyK,
6atiTIbIK--aK )1(0011yK.

Peace Corps
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TOPIC 12:

INTERACTION WITH OFFICIALS
CULTURE NOTE:

The Kirghiz Government

COMPETENCIES:
1.

To make an appointment through a secretaryto see the Minister ofEducation

2.

To meet with the Minister of Education
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Topic 12

The Kirghiz Government
On August 31, 1991 Kirghizstan proclaimed itsindependence from the former Soviet Union. In
December 1991 it became a member of theCommonwealth of Independent States (CIS). The
United States recognized Kirghizstan's independence onDecember 24, 1991 and, as the first
Western country, opened an embassy in Bishkek. Kirghizstan wasadmitted to the United Nations
on March 2, 1992 and has become a member of the World Bank, theInternational Monetary Fund
and other internaV.onal organizations.

Soon after the declaration of independence, Kirghizstanadopted a preliminary constitution based
on the principle of the separation of powers between the legislative, theexecutive and the judicial
branches of government. A final version of theconstitution was debated in the December1992
session of the Kirghiz. Parliament (Kbiprbi3Pecny6mixacbutbut YnyK Keiieuat "SupremeCouncil
of the Kirghiz Republic") but has not yet beenadopted.

The Parliament, representing the legislativebranch of the government, consists of 350deputies

who were elected for a five year period in March 1990, when the country was still under

Communist rule. Because most deputies got their mandate onthe basis of their affiliation with the
former Communist Party, many Kirghiz demand newelections and the dissolving of the current
parliament.

The parliament meets for two sessions a year, onewinter and one summer session. With the
exceptions of members of parliamentary committees,the deputies are only paid for the durationof

the sessions.

President Akayev was first elected by the parliamentin June 1990. He was reelected by popular
vote in October 1991. The President, with hiscabinet of ministers and a council ofadvisors,
represents the executive branch of the government.The president is assisted by a presidentialstaff
of 158 people. Their average age is 40 years.President Akayev's ministers are also quite young,
their average age is 49 years, that is, they are of the same age groupas the president himself, who
was born in 1944.
The judicial branch of the government consistsof a High Court and a Court of Arbitration.
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Currently six political parties are operating inKirghizstan. The most significant parties arethe Free
Kbiprbt3c-rait flarrbistcbt or apt: Ilap-rbinbi) the

Democratic Party of Kirghizstan (3plaiti
Communist Party and the Fatherland Party(ATa Me Ken). The Erk Party considers itself an

opposition party. It has its own programs ofreforms and calls for new parliamentaryelections.
The Fatherland Party concerns itself with thecultural and social revival of the Kirghizpeople. The
party was founded by a group ofintellectuals who originally belonged to theErk Party.
rhe political parties, as well as associationswith social and other concerns, have beenpublishing a
large number of daily and weekly newspapersin Kirghiz. The discussions, criticismand reporting
are frank and informative. It has been said that President Akayevpersonally has been encouraging

lively debates in the press. Unfortunately, paperand energy shortages have forced most
newspapers to limit the sizeof their editions and to reduce distribution.
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1.

COMPETENCY:

SITUATION:
ROLES:

To make an appointment through a secretaryto see
the Minister of Education
At the office of the Minister
PCV, his Kirghiz colleague and a receptionist

CanamaTcb136m, atimm! byre AmernmaaaH Keto3 KenreH

K:

Bpayx mbip3a.
CanamaTchl36u, Aup 3a! Kom Kel11111C143! M141111CTpaYIbIM

R:

C1131111 Kyryn xaTaT. Klipcemo

PCV:

6onoT.
PaxmaT, anim. Baapabirm ymyKriati Te3 6onco, xonym
mbuabip 6onoT 3ne.

K:

CR3re CO3Cy3 Idir141114K 60T1OT!

VOCABULARY:
Kettap

yesterday

Kom Kemcrici43!

You are welcome!

Kyr-

to wait, await, to expect

tcyTyn ;Ka TaT

he, she is waiting

6aap,abtrbi

everything

ruyartail

like this

Te3

quick, immediate

X011

road; here: activity, work

tabu:imp

smooth; successful

Ce3Cy3

success
without fail, certainly

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:
'Note again the rendering of "may": Kpipceui436onoT lit.: "if you enter it will be all right," i.e.,
"you may enter." See also p. 45.
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2.

COMPETENCY:
SITUATION:
ROLES:

To meet with the Minister of Education
At the office of the Minister
PCVs and the Minister

PCVs:

CallaMaTeb136b1, M111114C'Tp aiimm! B113 aMCIMIKaTEbIK TbIHLITbIK

M:

TO11TyH riporpammacm MCHCII Ke.11,MIK.
Kola KeIBIIICM3,Etep, KbIM6aTTyyKOHOKTOp! CmaThepre 6143

Ad-Eh' ima Ky6ano-nyy6y3!

PCV:

5143/11111 MaKCaTbi6bI3 cinaep meHeu Keil:1111MM6010Htla IIIIITOO.

M:

A6uaH KaKIIIN! byre
60110T ten offnotimra.

q0/111111146143,111111 6a1.11Ta.TIbIllIb1

VOCABULARY:
nporpamma

(<Rus.) program

KI,IM6aT

value, esteem

nimeaT+Tyy
natmm(a)

dear

6oioutia

always
aim, goal
agreement
(postposition) according to

Hut-t-Tee

working

gout

important

otino-

to think, to consider

maKcaT

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION:

Direct quotations:

be
The sentence Byl 6H3nmit 6onoT nen oilnoilyit renders a direct quotation which has to
"closed off" by the verb ne- "to say," mostlyused in the converbial form ne-n (see p. 39). The
above sentence means literally "I thinksaying 'this is the beginning of our important work." In
English, the sentence is rendered in an indirectquotation: "I think that

PROVERB:
KbICKa Ce3JI,Yi1 KaAbipm 'tout.
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CHARTS

APPENDIX

Chart 1:
POSSESSIVE SUFFIXES

Plural

Singular
1. pers.:
2. pers.:

3. pers.:

+(m)m/+(H)m; +(y)tvik(y)m

+(b4)6m31+(4)6143; +(y)6y3/+(y)6y3

+(bOHJ+(4)H; +(y)u/+(y)Fi

+(b1)Hap/+(x)Rep; +(Y)Hap/+(y)Rep

+(b0m13/+(x)H343; +(y)ity3/+(y)ity3 +(b0w3+Rap/+(4)H343+-fep; +(y)113/3+Rap/+(y)xy3+Thep
+(m)6b13/+(m)6143; +(y)6y3/+(y)6y3
+ht/+14; +y / +y
4-Cb1/÷CH; +cykcy

Examples:
aT+bIM

"my name"

aT+1316bI3

"our name"

aT+bIH

"your name"

ar+butap

"your name"

aT +bIHbI3

"your name (polite form)"

aT+bIlibIaaap

"your name (polite form)""

aT+bt

"his, her, its name"

aT+bl

"their name"

Ke3+yr.,t

"my eye"

Ke3+y6y3

"our eye(s)"

Ke3+10-1

"your eye"

Ke3+viep

Ke3+yHy3

"your eye (polite form)"

Ke3+yxy3ttep

"your eye(s)"
"your eye (polite form)"

Ke3+y

"his, her, its eye"

K03+y

"their eye(s)"

X00-4-M

"my enemy"

Akoo+6y3

"our enemy"

X00+1;

;Koo+Rop

ACOO+Hy3

"your enemy"
"your enemy (polite form)"

ACocH-Ry3aop

"your enemy"
"your enemy (pol. form)"

xoo+cy

"his, her, its enemy"

Acoo+cy

"their enemy"

7
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Chart 2:
DECLENSION OF NOUNS WITHOUT POSSESSIVE SUFFIXES

Nom.: 6ana "child"
Gen.: 6ana+Hbril
6aria+ra
Dat.:

Ce3 "word"

Acc.:

6a.na+Frbi

Loc.:

Abl.:

wren "book"

um "bird"

eTyK "boot"

ce3+nyll

KM Tell+THH

Kym+Tyll

eTyk+Tyn

ce3+re

Kyin+Ka

OTyK+KO

CO3+11y

larren+xe
orren+TH

kynt+Ty

eTyK+Ty

6ana+Ita

CO3+Iie

KilTen+Te

kym+Ta

eTyK+TO

6ana+Aax

CO3-1-Jlell

orren+Tex

Kru+Tax

OTyK+TOH

(locative, ablative) and r- (dative). The
Note the assimilation of suffix initals H- (genitive, accusative), it-

z

rule is:

(+1(bIlli+AHH; +rtrii+rtYll;

after consonants M, H, x, p, 31, 3,

H- >

'after voiceless consonants

H- > T-

after voiceless consonants

> T-

( +Ta / +Te; +To/+Te;

after voiceless consonants

r- > K-

(+ka/i-ke; +KO / +Ke)

+11I3V+III4; +lly/+ily)

(+TbIli/+T141i; +Tyn/+Tyit;
+Tbli+TI4; +Ty/+Ty)

+Tax/+Teit; +Toti/+Teu)

[Voiceless consonants are: n, T, K, C, Iu,1-1.]
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Chart 3:
DECLENSION OF NOUNS WITH POSSESSIVE SUFFIXES
Nom.: a-ra+m "my father"

3.11+141-1 "your country"

Gen.:

a-ra+m+Amx

3.TI+14H+J1KH

a-ra+cm "his, her father" ce3+y "his, her, its word"
ce3+y+HyH
aTa+CbI+HbIH

Dat.:

a-ra+m+a

31T+14H+e

aTa+cm+Ha

ce3+y +He

Acc.:

aTa+m+zim

31I+HH+,11H

aTa+cm+H

cea+y+H

Loc.:

aTa+m+zia

ari+14H+Re

ara+cm+i-ma

ce3+y+Rue

A bl.:

aTa+m+Rafi

31I+HH+11eH

a-ra+cm+Hax

CO3+y+HOH

Nom.: 6a.na+6m3 "our chiId"

Kori+riy3 "your arm"

13ffe6-um43+Rep "your book"*

Gen.:

6aria+6m3+Abm

Kon+ply3+Ityx

farre6-mmt3+aep+m414

Dat.:

6ana+6m3+ra

Kon+yriy3+ra

ocre6-xiiin+nep+re

Acc.:

6ana+6m3+Eim

K011+yHy3+Ry

ta1re6-mw43+Rep+mi

Loc.:

6ana+6m3+.aa

Abl.:

6ana+6m3+aaH

larre6-Km43+L-ep+ae

Kall+piy3+Raii

lotTe6-mi-n+Rep+ztex

*A book belonging to several people.
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CHARTS

Chart 4:
DECLENSION OF PERSONAL NOUNS

Nom.: men "I"
Gen.: meigut
mara
Dat.:
Acc.:

Abl.:

cm "you"

an "he, she, it; that (one farther away)"

CeHISH

aHbal

ara

mem

cara
ceun

Ntealle

centre

ulna

mexnex

cexnen

annax

Nom.: 6143 "we"
Gen.: 6i43aset

C143 "you"
CH31(14H

Dat.:

6m3re

Cure

Acc.:

6x311

ct,t3mt

Loc.:

6m3ne

c}one

Abl.:

6}13nex

cm3nex

cinnep "you"(pl.) / atnep"you"(pl.) anap "they, those"
anaptibut
onnepumx / cptnepamt
anapra
onmepre / atnepre
anaprm
cm3nepax / atnepam
anapaa
au:Lexie / ckinepne
anapaan
cionepzien / curtepnen

DECLENSION OF DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
Nom.: an/anap "that, those" onion "that (one
farther away)"

Tic; In "this (one over 6yn "this (one here)"
there)"

Gen.:

01110HyH

THEIMMI

MYHYH

Dat.:

omoro

ndrure

6yra

Ace.:

01110Hy

ntrxxx

Nip-1y

Loc.:

01110FITIO

Tux Rae

MbIHEta

Abl.:

01110HELOH

1311111MeH

(see personal pronouns)

Peace Corps
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Chart 5:
DECLENSION OF INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS
Nom.: lam "who?"
Gen.: Kmm-i-mfit
iatm+re
Dat.:

wite "what?"

KatiCbl "which ?"

Kautia "how much?"

9Nnte+Hin1

KatfCb1-4-HIIH

Katmai-mix

Tute+re

Kancbi+ra

Kantia-H-a

Acc.:

xxm+lat

omite+xx

KatiCbtflibl

Kalitta+Hbi

Loc.:

IG4M+ Ue

3mne+,ne

Kaitcbt-i-Rua

Kawia-i-zia

Abl.:

1.14m+neH

oNtHe+nen

Katichi+mati

Kaitgai-nax
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Chart 6:
PRESENT-DEFINITE FUTURE TENSE
6on-ompi > 6onoM

"I will/shall be"

6on-ocyH

"you will be"

1

6on-ocy3

"you (polite) will be"

6o.n-oT

"he, she, it will be"

6on-o6y3
6on-ocyHap
6on-ocy3nap
6on-ym-aT

"we will be"

6ap-ambni > 6apaM

"I go, will go"
"you go, will go"
"you (polite) go, will go"

6ap -acbni

6ap-acw3

6ap-aT
6ap-a6bi3
6ap- acbatap

6ap-acm3nap

6ap-bun-aT

I
I
I
I

"you all will be"

"you (plural polite) will be"
"they will be"

"he, she, it goes, will go"
"we go, will go"
"you (all) go, will go"
"you (polite) go, will go"

1
1

"they go, will go"

suffix -6a-/-6e-; -6o-/-6e- etc. to
The negation of this tense is formed by first adding the negative
the verb stem, followed by 41 andpersonal endings:

6on-6o-tImp
6ap-6a-Mcbui

Kep-yur-60416y3

Peace Corps
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Chart 7:
PAST TENSE OF "TO BE"
Form:
1. pers. sing.

3nem

"I was"

2.

3neti

"you were"

3110-1343

"you were" (polite form)

3. (an)

3.ne

1. pers. plural

"he, she, it was"
"we were"

3J1e1C.

"you (all) were"

3. (anap)

"you (all) were" (polite form)
3nemonep
"they were"
3ne

"I was not", etc.

Negation:

3rytec anem

Interrogative:

"were you?"
3net-i60
3mec enem60 "was I not?"

Note: Instead of anem, etc. frequently thehabitual past tense of bon- "to be, tobecome" is used:
6ontlyNtyx

"I was; I used to be"

ACymytutty 6ontlycyn "you were aworker"
"he was not a linguist"
Tantim wee 6ontiy
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Chart 8:
RECENT PAST TENSE (AikKbIH OTKOH IIAK)
negation:

verb:

"I came", etc.

"I did not go", etc.

6ap-6a+.ri+bim

1. sing.

6ap-a+bIM

2.

6ap-m+bni

6ap-6a+it+bni

6ap-i1 +bn1bt3

6ap-6a+a+bnibt3

3.

6ap-,a+bt

6ap-6a+m+bt

1. plural

6ap-a+bm

6ap-6a+n+bIK

6ap-,a+butap

6ap-6a+Lt+bulap

3.

6ap-n+bixbi3+nap

6ap-6a+n+bnibt3+nap

6ap-bitu-+Tbi

6ap-butt-tra-nbt

negation:

verb:

1. sing.

I

Kep-ru-T+ym "I met", etc.

Kop-yw-no-,n+ym

Kop-yin-T+yft

Kop-yut-ne-a+yx

Kop-ytu-T+yay3

Kep-yul-ne-,a+yRy 3

3.

Kop-yut-T+y

Kop-yin-no-Et+y

1. plural

Kop-yw-T+yK

Kop-yw-ne-n+yK

Kop-yw-T+yRep

Kop-ym,no-n+yftep

Kep-ytu-T+yRy3+Rop

Kep-ym-

KO p-ym-ym- T+ y

Kop-yin-yul-no-.EFFy

I

3.
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CHARTS

Chart 9:
PERFECT TENSE OKATIIIbI OTKOH tIAK)

Form:

-ran/-ren; -roui/ron; -KaH/-Kell; KOII/KOH

1. pers. sing.

I

(spoken forms: > aarambut > anraM) "Ihave taken"

an-rax+MbEH

an-raut+cbm

"you have taken"

an-rax-fcm3

3. (an)

an-rax

"you have taken" (polite form)
"he, she, it has taken"

1. pers. plural

an-rall+6m3

"we have taken"

2.

an-rax+chatap

"you (all) have taken"

an-rax+cmaaap

"you (all) have taken" (polite form)

3. (anap)

an-bau+Kati

"they have taken"

1. pers. sing.

cyttrie-rex+myx

3. (an)

cytine-rex+cyx
cyttne-reii+cbi3
cytIne-rex

(spoken forms: >cyllneremyx >cytineryNi)"I
have spoken"
"you have spoken"

1.,pers. plural

cytine-rem+6y3

"we have spoken"

2.

cytIne-reH-1-cynep

"you (all) have spoken"
"you (all) have spoken" (polite form)
"they has spoken"

"you have spoken" (polite form)

"he, she, it has spoken"

cyllne-reH+cy3nep

3. (anap)

Negation:

Cyal 19-W+KOH

otino-6o-ronmyH (spoken forms: >ogno-6o-romyx>otino-6o-rym) "I have not thought"
"we never came"
Ken-rex ;KOKIly3
el/tine-rex 3Ntecani "you have not spoken"

h
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Chart 10:
PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE FORMATIONS
formations exist formed as
Kirghiz has no standardized presentcontinuous tense. Several tense
"to stand," oryp- "to
verb compounds either with thedescriptive verbs xaT- "to lie down," Typsit," or xyp- "to move on, to run" (see p.39).

I.
1. pers. sing.
2.

bap-a xaT-axtbui

3. (an)

6ap-a xaT-acbai
6ap-a xaT-acbz3
6ap -a xaT-aT

1. pers. plural

6ap-a ;KaT-a6b13

2.

6ap-a xaT-achniap

(> xaTam) "I am going (just now)"

6ap -a xaT-acbmap

3. (anap)

6ap-a xaT-buu-aT

1. pers. sing.
2.

oilno-n xaT-ambru

II.

"I am thinking"

ogno-n xaT-acbui
otino-n xcar-acbi3

3. (an)

otIno-n xar-aT, etc.

1. pers. sing.

KyT-yn oTyp-ar.lbru

"I am waiting"

KyT -yn oTyp -acbIH

KyT-yri oTyp-acbi3

3. (an)

Kyr-yn oTyp-aT, etc.

IV.

Peace Corps

1. pers. sing.

xurre-n xyp-emyli
Hurre-n xyp-ecyii
unrre-n xyp-echi 3

3. (an)

Purre-n
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ENGLISH

APPENDIX

THE COMPETENCIES IN ENGLISH

TOPIC 1

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION

Competency 1:

To exchange greetings and inquiries of well-being

PCV: Greetings (lit.: Are you well?), dearteacher!

I am fine. How are you gettingalong? (lit.: How is your work?)
PCV: Thank you, (everything is)well.

T:

Competency 2:

To introduce and identify oneself

T:

Greetings, ladies and gentlemen!

PCV:

Greetings, dear lady teacher.

T:

I am your teacher of the Kirghizlanguage. My name is Aynagul,daughter of

Osmon.
PCV: We are happy to see you (lit.: having seen you).

Competency 3:

To ask for permission to enter

PCV: Peace be upon you, respectedelder! May I come in?
And peace be upon you! Please comein! How are you getting alongwith your
T:

work? (lit.: How is your work?)
PCV: Thank you, dear elder; it is notbad.

Competency 4:
PCV:
T:

PCV:
T:

To ask for permission to leave/to say good-bye

Sir, when will the Kirghiz languageclass start (lit.: be)?
The class will start tomorrow at 3o'clock.

Until tomorrow then, sir.
Good-bye (lit.: go well)!

PCV: Good-bye (lit.: stay well)!
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TOPIC 2 CONVERSATION WITH HOST COUNTERPART
OR FAMILY
Competency 1:

To describe own family

HCP: Do you have a large family (lit.: is your family large?)?
brother)
PCV: Yes, I have my parents, twobrothers (=one older and one younger
and two sisters (=one older and one youngersister).
HCP: Are they married (lit.: Arethere those having married?)?
PCV: Yes, my older brotherand my older sister are married.
HCP: What kind of work arethey doing (lit.: As what are theyworking?)?
older sister is an engineer,
PCV: My older brother and mysister-in-law are teachers. My
and my brother-in-law is aninterpreter.

Competency 2:

To ask or answer personal information questions

HFM: Bariam (=my son), have you been previously (lit.: come to) in Kirghizstan?
PCV: No, aria (=dear elderlylady), I came now for the first time.

HFM: But you speak Kirghizwell, where did you learn (it)?
PCV: I am studying it now with the Peace Corps, aria.

Competency 3:

To ask about host/counterpart family

PCV: Asan, where do yourrelatives live?
HFM: My relatives live in the Issik-Kol region, in the town ofCholpan Ata.
PCV: I read an article about the Issik Kol. It must be a beautiful

lake!

HFM: 0, yes! If you like, in summer wewill go together to the lake.

PCV: That will be very good!Thank you!

Competency 4:

To express gratitude

HFM: Torn, I give you thisbook as a gift.
learn Kirghiz fast!
PCV: Oh, 3:0+:e (=dear elderlylady), thank you! Now I will
HFM: In that case, please takealso this Kirghiz-English Phrase Book.
PCV: Many thanks, 3xce. This is awonderful present for me!
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TOPIC 3

COMMUNICATION

Competency 1:

To make a phone call to a Kirghiz family

PCV:

Hello, greetings, a;Ke (=dear elderlylady)!

Greetings!
PCV: Am I disturbing you? I am Tom. (lit.: I am Tom who is taking yourpeace)
K:

Ah, Tom, how are you?
PCV: Fine, thank you, 32ke (=dear elderlylady). Is Bakit at home?
No, my dear. Bakit will come in anhour.
K:
PCV: 3xce, please do tell Bakit that he shouldcall me when he comes home.
Yes, my dear (lit.: my treasure), Iwill tell him.
K:
K:

PCV: Thank you! Good-bye!
Good-bye!
K:

Competency 2:

To send an international letter/fax

PCV: Greetings, ailidm (=lady).
Greetings, welcome (lit.: please come)!
0.

PCV: I must send this letter to America.
A letter will reach New York inthree weeks.
O
PCV: Is there not (something) faster thanthat?
C:

If you send (it) by telefax, it will bethere in one day; however,
it will be more expensive (lit.: itsprice will be more).

PCV: All right (lit.: I agree). Let's send afax.

To answer an international operator's call
Competency 3:
Hello! greetings!
.
PCV:

0.

Greetings!
call
This (call) is from the InternationalTelephone Station. Did you not request a
to the United States?

PCV: Yes, I did (lit.: I requestedit). I am waiting.
I am sorry, but the number (you gave)does not answer. When shouldI try again
O
(lit.: repeat)?
PCV: If possible, in one hour (lit.: after onehour).
Fine. Please wait.
O

PCV: Thanks.
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TOPIC 4

FOOD

Competency 1:

To order food in a student's cafeteria

Ben, come on, let's go to the cafeteria and have lunch (lit.: eatlunch)!

K:

Fine, let's go!
Here is the menu. Let's have alook!
K:
and KarraMa.
PCV: I will have (lit.: take) salad made from carrots, 6ezrz6apmaK
And I will have (lit.: take) tomatosalad, pilaw and sweet curds.
K:
PCV: Let's drink tea with lemon, shouldwe?

PCV:

That will be splendid!

K:

Competency 2:

To inquire what is needed for preparing a certain dish

PCV: Aysha, I am now going tothe banal.. What does oneneed for making pilaw?
In order to make pilaw one needs mutton, rice, onions, andvegetable oil.
SL:
PCV: How much meat should I buy?
SL:

You can buy 1/2 kilogram (lit.: if you buy 1/2 kilo that will befine).

PCV:

All right, I will go then. Good-bye.

SL:

Good-bye

Competency 3:

To express food preferences (likes/dislikes)

PCV: Please tell me, what kind of fooddo the Kirghiz like?
Like the Kazakh, the Kirghiz toolike meat very much.
H:

PCV: Do they eat pork?
No, no, the Kirghiz never eatpork! They dislike it very much.
H:
PCV: That is, the Kirghiz like mutton,horse meat, and beef!

TOPIC 5

MONEY

Competency 1:

To ask for information on local currency

PCV:

Greetings! May I change dollarsinto the local currency?
Of course, it is possible. You arewelcome (lit.: please come).

M
PCV: Thank you. Pleaseexchange 100 dollars for me.
The exchange rate for the dollartoday is 500 rubles, 100 dollarswill be
M

50,000 rubles. May I give you (this) in (lit.: from) 5000 rublebills?
that).
PCV: If possible, please give it insmaller bills (lit.: smaller than
the rest I will give
Fine. Here are: two 5000 rublebills, ten 1000 ruble bills, and
M
(you) in 200 and 100 ruble bills.
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Competency 2:

To inquire about housing conditions

PCV: Aybek, is your apartment privately or stateowned?
HCP: When the law of privatization came outlast year, I bought this apartmen. fromthe
government.
PCV: Do you have in addition anotherhouse (place of living)?
HCP: Yes, I have a lot outside of townwith a cottage.

PCV: Did you also buy it?
HCP: First I bought the land, after that I built asmall house. God willing, I will show
you my country house in Spring.

Competency 3:

To inquire about education expenses

PCV: Nurhan, how much is your stipend?
I get 1,500 rubles a month.
K:
Is this much or little?
It is little, but it is sufficient for food.
K:
PCV: And how much do you pay forstudying at the university?
They teach us free of charge, we do not pay even onekopeck.
K:
PCV:

PCV: This is very good, indeed!

TOPIC 6

TRANSPORTATION

Competency 1:

To locate means of transportation

PCV:
C:

Greetings, Kapbactaur (younger sister)! How canI go to the 9th Micro-Region?
The buses No. 3,4,15 and 46 go to the9th Micro-Region. Also (=in addition) trolley buses

go (there): No. 6,10, and 13.

PCV: How much is the fare, I wonder?
You pay 2 rubles for the bus or the trolley.
C:
PCV: Do I pay (lit.: give) it to theconductor?
No, there are no conductors in the citytransit (system). You validate coupons. I will give
C:
you five coupons for ten rubles.

PCV: Thank you.
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Competency 2:

To purchase a bus ticket

PCV: Greetings! I need one ticket for thelate bus going to Cholpan-Ata.
I am sorry, but there Pre no seats left for the late bus.
TS:
PCV:
TS:

If that's so, then please give me (oneticket) for tomorrow's first run (bus).
Alright. The first bus leaves at 6:15(in the morning). At 9:00 am youwill be in

Cholpart-Ata.
PCV: Fine. How much do I pay?
One hundred and ten rubles. Thebus leaves from platform number 3(lit.: third platform).
TS:

PCV: Thank you, good-bye!
TS:

Good-bye! Don't be late early in themorning!

Competency 3:
PCV:

TS:

To ask for flights

Please tell me, are there flights toOzgon (lit.: are planes flying toOzgon)?
I'm sorry, but planes do not flydirectly from Bishkek to Ozgon.You must (=will) go

via Osh.
PCV: How will we go from Osh toOzgon (lit.: reach Ozgon from Osh)?
A bus leaves (lit.: goes) every hour from Osh to Ozgon.
TS:
PCV: Then give us three tickets toOsh, please.
What time do you want (to leave)?
PCV: Tomorrow around noon, ifpossible.

TS:

TS:

Will 12:30 pm be alright?

PCV: That will be fine! Thank you.

Competency 4:

To hire a taxi

PCV: Greetings! Is the taxi free?

Yes, you are welcome (lit.: pleasecome). Where are we going?
PCV: I am hurrying to the Concert Hall.
If that's so, please sit down, I willrush (lit.: fly and take) you there.
TD:

TD:

PCV: That will be excellent (=verygood). Fifteen minutes are left beforethe
concert starts (lit.: the beginning of the concert).
Don't worry (lit.: don't be afraid), wewill make it!
TD:
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TOPIC 7

DIRECTIONS

Competency 1:

To ask for and give location of buildings

PCV: Excuse me, may I ask you (aquestion)?
Please ask, I am listening.
K:
PCV: I want to go to the National Bank. (But)I don't know the way.
Three bus stops from here is theAcademy of Sciences. On the right sideof the Academy
K:
is the National Bank.
PCV: Which bus should I take? (lit.: must onetake?)
All buses and trolleys passing by here go up tothe Academy.
K:
PCV:
K:

I know (lit.: understand) now. Manythanks.
Don't mention it. Good-bye.

Competency 2:

To ask for and give directions to a place

PCV:

Greetings, 3xe (=older sister).

K:

Greetings!

FCV:

Is there a restaurant close by?
If you turn to the left (side) and then gostraight ahead, there is at the corner ofthe
"Seyil". They
street the restaurant "Bishkek". Oneblock further you will find the restaurant

K:

make "Beshbarmak ".
PCV:
K:

Is it (the restaurant) far?
No, not really. If you walk, it takes (lit.: will be) 7-8 minutes.

PCV: Thank you, 9NCe.

TOPIC 8

SHOPPING AT THE BAZAAR

Competency 1:

To converse with a salesperson at a fruit stall

S:

Eh, young man, please, you are welcome(=come). Buy apricots and raisins,please.

They are sweeter than honey!

PCV: May I taste (them)?
Of course, you may. Take as much as youlike!
S:
PCV: They are very sweet, indeed!From where are they (=which place'sfruits are they)?
They are dried from the best apricots grownin the South, and the raisins areblack and
S:
white grapes. Their vitamins are plenty!
PCV: If that's so, younger sister, please give me a half a kilo.
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Competency 2:

To bargain with a salesperson

PCV: Dear lady (aria "mother"),is the milk fat?
the top!
Certainly, my darling (=treasure).Just look (=if you look) at the cream on
S:
PCV: How much does one liter cost?
One liter costs 25 rubles.
S:
PCV: Will you give me 3 liters for 65 rubles?
Well, let's see, I will sell (=give) you(three liters) for 70 rubles.
S:
PCV:

Fine, agreed.

Competency 3:

To inquire about quality and price of goods

beautiful. What (lit.: how) are
PCV: Kaphniaam (=youngersister), I see, your carpet is very
its measurements?
Its length is three and ahalf meters, its width is two and a half meters.
S:
PCV:. Has the carpet been made from pure wool or hasit (some) mixtures?
(it) at home.
This (carpet) has been made from the purest wool. We ourselves wove
S:
PCV:

For how much do you sell (it)?

I say, 6000 rubles.
but I find its price is also high(lit.: good).
PCV: Your carpet is certainly beautiful,
Then you ask please (i.e., propose aprice).
S:
should end with 5000 rubles).
PCV: We should settle on5000 rubles (lit.: our trade
Well, let's take the middle (lit.: mayit be the middle), 5500 rubles.
S:
S:

PCV: (Agreed). Give me your hands.
(They shake hands as a signof concluding an agreement.)

TOPIC 9 BEING INVITED BY A KIRGHIZ FAMILY
Competency 1:

To be invited and to respond to an invitation

Hello, Dan! Do you recognizeme?
PCV: Yes, Azamat, how areyou?
after tomorrow at five
Not bad, thank you! Dan, pleasehave a meal with us the day

K:

K:

o'clock (lit.: please drink teawith us).
PCV: Thank you. Certainly,I will come.
BOlot, and Erkin with his wife.
My friends who you know will be (there): Lilya, Anara,
K:

PCV: That will be very good!
K:

Good-bye then until we see us(each other) again!

PCV: Good-bye!
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Competency 2:

To be welcomed into a Kirghiz home

Greetings to all of you!
Greetings! Welcome (lit.: please come in).
W:
PCV: These flowers are for you, dearlady (=anbui).

PCV:

Many thanks! What beautiful roses! Dan, you(already) know all of the guests who
have come. But this elderly gentleman(Kcalcan) is my father.

W:

PCV: Respectful greetings (= accanoMy anent-y14.1), axcaKan.
Father, and this here is our Americanfriend. His name is Dan.
W:

How are you, my son (= 6anaM). Are yougetting along (lit.: walking) in Kirghizstan

F:

without any difficulties?
PCV: Thank you, father! I have not met anydifficulties. I like Kirghizstan very much!

May it always be so, my son.

F:

TOPIC 10
Competency 1:

AT THE WORKPLACE
To converse with Kirghiz students (first day of class)

PCV: Dear students, I am your Englishteacher.
Aran, we heard that you have come (lit.:came) from America. Is this true?
K:
PCV: Yes, it's true. I have come (lit.: came)from America with the Peace Corps.
Have you come for the first time toKirghizstan?
K:
PCV: Yes, this year the Kirghiz StateUniversity invited me. I will teach you for two years.
That is very good! We very much want tolearn English from an American teacher(lit.:
K:
to take English classes from an American teacher).

Competency 2:
K:

To prepare for a meeting with the rector of the institute or university.

Dear friends from the Peace Corps (lit.:who have come with the Peace Corps)! Our
Rector will receive you tomorrow at teno'clock am.

PCV: That's fine. Will you go withus?
K:

Yes, I will go together with you. Weshall meet tomorrow at 9:30 in thehotel where you
live.

PCV: Agreed.
Please prepare your questions for the Rector.
PCV: The questions have been readylong ago!
Then, good-bye, until we see us (eachother) again!
K:

K:

PCV:

Good-bye!
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Competency 3:
PCV:
S:

To interact with Kirghiz students (inquiring why being late or
absent)

Asan, why were you not in class onMonday?
village), I saw my
Forgive me, arall, On Saturday andSunday I went home (lit.: to the
parents. After that the weather gotbad and the plane did not fly.Therefore I came today.

PCV: Where is your home (lit.: atwhich direction is your village)?
My home (=village) is in the vicinityof Osh.
S:

TOPIC 11
Competency 1:

MEDICAL & HEALTH ISSUES
To voice concern about a student's well-being

PCV: Gulnara, what's wrong withyou? Are you (lit.: your health) alright?
I am sorry, 9xe (dear elderlylady), I don't feel well. I probably gotsick.
S:
PCV: What is hurting you?

My head and my throat are aching.It seems I have caught a cold.
PCV: My dear (lit.: my soul), youshould go home (lit.: it would bebest is you ), drink tea and
S:

rest in bed!
I agree. Thank you so much for your concern,oxe.

S:

Competency 2:
S:

To report a medical emergency

ball.

Aran (dear sir), please come quickly!Cholpon has fallen down while playing

PCV: Cholpon, what happened?
My arm hurts very much.
PCV: Understandable, your arm seems to bebroken.
Should we call a doctor?
S:
PCV: No, it's better to telephone the ambulance.
S:

(On the telephone):
Please, quickly send an ambulance tothe Institute of Foreign Languages.The girl Cholpon
(lit.: a girl named Cholpon) felldown and broke her arm.
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Competency 1:

To make an appointment through a secretary to see the
Minister of Education

K:

Greetings, dear lady (=ailbim). This is Mr.Brown (=Brown Nimp3a) who cameyesterday

R:

from America.
Greetings, sir. Wecome! The Minister allbai(=lady minister) is expecting you. You may

go in.
PCV: Thank you, madam. If everything goes asfast as this, my work (lit.: road) willbe smooth,
K:

indeed.
Success will certainly come to you!

Competency 2:

To meet with the Minister of Education

PCVs: Greetings! Madam Minister! We arefrom (lit: have come with) the AmericanPeace

Corps Program.
I welcome you, dear guests. We arealways pleased to meet with you.
M:
PCV: Our goal is to work with you according tothe agreement.
Very well! I think this marks (lit.: will be)the beginning of our important work.
M
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APPENDIX

KIRGHIZ - ENGLISH GLOSSARY:

Aa
a

interjection; conjunction: and

a6a
a6a btpa#bt

air

a6an

situation

a6Bati

very

weather

a6naii asusrtrryy, 614porc

it is very regretful, but ...

a6Bax xy6atrambui

I am very glad

Ky6aubitrryymyir
a6Baii blpa3blIViblii

asTo6yc
aBTo6yc (Tponneil6yc)
TOKTOOtly Xep

I am very happy
I am very pleased

(<Rus.) bus
bus (trolley) stop

avail

respectful address for a male teacher;form of address
for an elderly male

a3

little, few

a3blp

a3brp one

now
right now (at once)

a3blp 3Mec

not now

ail

interjection: hey!

ail

month

Anal-WM-1

term of endearment: my dearest

aI1MaK

region, district

attr-

to say, to tell

attraffbili

I will tell

allTwallBan ane

ail-ncaFtbuml3 yypa

as one says
what you said is correct

aitrbin 6epw-untn4!

please tell me!

ailTbm KOIOHy3tly

please do tell!

aim
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aithim

lady, miss, Mrs.

aK

white

aKanemm

(<Rus.) academy
form of address for a respected elderly man
(lit.: white [grey] beard)

akcaKan

amp
axwpiai

end
(adj.) last, final

alma

money

ananbm 6ap-

to take
to take, to drive to (a place)

alEbEfl KO ti!

please take!

an6eTre

certainly, of course

anetIK-ym accanot

(<Arab) answer to accanotyt anetlxym

(formula of greeting)

alai

still, yet

anneprm

allergy

Alma :Kati

personal name (female)

anmam-

to change

anmaurrup-

to exchange (lit.: to make change)

ano

hello

anyytty

buyer; customer

antic

far, far away
well, healthy

amax
aMaHCbt3

you are well/healthy

amaxcm3nap

you (plural) are well/healthy

ardancbmnap6m

greeting: How are you!

amepmka
amept,ficanbm

America

American

astati

then, after that

alma

then, in that case

annall 6onco

in that case (lit.: if it is so)

attnaH

from that

allnaH mailnapaak

smaller than that

autta 3ktec

not quite

arta

polite form of address for an elderly lady

apa

between
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apanamma

apa6
apa6lia.

ap3btap3m6at1T

mixture
an Arab
Arab language

to be equal, to be close (in value)

don't mention it! (lit.: it does not amount to
anything)

apwitte

of course

apKbutyy

by means of, via (postposition)

apbt

farther, further away

aT

name

aTa

father

aTa-3He

parents

atu

food; meal; memorial feast

alumna
aumo3uy

dining-hall, cafeteria; kitchen

ast6ail

very

asumama

woman, wife
bus stop
lot, plot; square

aRHT

cook

B6
6aa

price

6aapnbn:

all

6aapnbtrbt

everything

6aapbt

all

6a3ap

bazaar

6aKbrr

happiness

6atama ;Kapama

fortunately

6aKirrKa -;Kapaumatt

unfortunately

6an

honey

6ana

child

6ant4

well, well then

6anxiim

perhaps

6aHK

bank
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6ap

it (they) exist(s)

6ap-

to go

6ac-

to publish

6acbm-

to be published

6aca

by the way

6aur

head

6aurran6aurranbuu
6auuca

6exep

to be started

beginning

other, another
free of charge

6ene

<61,1/614 plus one: combination of interrogative
and emphatic particle: is it so?

6enex

present

6enex KaTapbt

6ep-

as a present
to give

6epeice

treasure; term of endearment: darling, dear, dearest

6epM

(postposition) since

6eT

face; page

6eT anum / Tyypa

6ew6ap1ax
614

6m3

6m3nmrai

6mn-

614n6eg :Karam

6mnem, &nem

straight ahead

dish with meat and noodles (lit.: fivefingers)
interrogative particle

we
ours (lit.: what belongs to us); our home
to know

I do not know
I know, ... I know

644neT

(<Rus.) ticket

6mp

one

6mp xaKTyy xypyw

one-way traffic

6mpsurim

first

6mpmutim xony

for the first time

6Hpox

but, however

6mpee

someone

6on-

to be, to become

6on6oromno

certainly, it goes without saying

6on6oti6y

can it not be?
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6onoT

fine (lit.: it.will be), okay

6onco

and, but (lit.: if it is)

6ow
6oriontia

free

(postposition) according to, about

6yUpy- / 6yiop6yl1pyca (= Kynail 6yttpyca)

to order, to command

6yp-

to turn

6ypyn6ypti
6yxranTep

to turn; to be turned

6yryll

today (<6y Kyi "this day")
today's; belonging to today

6yryincy
6YPcYrYHY

if God wills, God willing

corner
(<German) book-keeper, accountant

the day after tomorrow

6y-r-

to end

6br

interrogative particle

6blifbill

this year (<6ynxbin "this year")

6bilablp

last year

6brurrax

curds

BB
(<Rus.) vitamin

rr
rY-T1

flower

Tia
ua

emphatic particle: even

imam

taste

naam 31-

Ram
aami 614p XO.Fly oKytiy3tly

rtatfmm(a)
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gaphi
Ttac-ropKox
naCTOpKOH y3ypy

medicine

tablecloth on which food is placed; food offered to
guests
menu

natta

(<Rus.) summer cottage

Ran

ready

to prepare
to say

ReThemeK

Rex /,ttexe
Rex-COOJVK

1

1

that is, that means
body
health

Tien

(<ue- "to say") closes off a direct quotation

ROC

friend

IlOCTyK

friendship

nypyc

alright, right, well

gyKex

shop, store

Aca3

spring

;Ka 3butrta

x.a3-

xa3yytty

in spring
to write

writer
to be written

)Ka3bErr 6epktm431-ui!

;Katt
;Ka PthipaK

xattbipaK (Ka-ryypaK) cyttneny3tty!

please write down!

summer

slower
please speak slower (louder)!

ACal:

side; direction, vicinity

;KaK-

to please, to enjoy

NcaKrup-

to like

;Kamm 6apbutbi3

fine, well, good
good-bye; good luck (said by the person who
stays )

Watanbi Kep-

to like

xaKmbi

;Kanzx

Peace Corps
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xaman

bad, badly

;Kaman 3mec

not bad; it is not bad

xaman Kep-

to dislike; to hate
soul

;Kan
;Kau LIHTIIIM meHell

with pleasure

;Kamm

my dear

;Kam

and

xamtn6acam

if I am not mistaken

;Kapa-

to be fit (for), to be suitable (agreeable)

;Kapail-r

xapnam

good, settled, okay
help

;Kapaam 6ep-

to help

;Kapnam 6epe anap 6eKeMHH

may I help (you)?

;Kapmm

;Kaca-

;Kacan-

half
to make, to prepare
to be made

ACaT-

to lie (down)

-Amara-

to live

;Ke

or
to eat

;Ken Kep-

to try to eat; to taste

;KeK Kep- / xamax Kep-

older sister's (or any close female relative's)
husband
to dislike; to hate

xeM11111

fruit

;Keate

;Kate
;Kep

;Kep minerxeprwatK-ryy

older brother's (or any close male relative's) wife
earth, land; place
to garden (lit.: to make the land)
local

;KeT-

to arrive, to reach; to be enough

;+:116ep-

to send

)134114T

young man

AC011

road; time; platform (for buses, etc.)

;Kon mad

:Cony

fare, road payment
time (as in two times, etc.)
to meet
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iK0011

response, answer

X0011 Cep-

to answer

xcoon 6ep6eit ;KaraT

he, she, it is not answering
side, direction

;KAH

)Ke

to leave

;KOHOT-

to send

Xetryarte

about (postposition)

;Kee

afoot

Xyma

week

Xymyin

work

Acymyttrity

worker

xypitanxci-

journalist

;Ky3ym

grapes
wool

xyll
AcypxYPYY-IY
;13,1.T1

to walk, to go; to move on, to getalong
which is (are) continuously going (moving)
year

;Kb Mad

horses; herd of horses

xbinyy

warm

33
3aKa3

(<Russ.) order
necessary

Hu
ifit14.1131K
141114M

success
science; scholarship

Itootztep Alcanektmcm

Academy of Sciences

MJIHNIA

scholarly

MHI4

younger brother
to drink, to eat

11111
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Kurrep Kalman

how is everything? how are you gettingalong (lit.:
how are your works/affairs?)

KurreT-

to make work

WILMA

working

KK
Kaana-

icaanacaum
Ka6ap

Ka6ap an-

to want, to wish
if you wish
news, information
to inquire (about someone's vell-being)

Ka6b111 an-

to receive

Kayla

where

Kaaaan

from where

Katmai:

cream

Ka ilpa

again

Ka Hpa Ken-

KattranaKaitranan Koiony3tiy!

to return
to repeat
please repeat!

Kan-

to stay behind

Kama

how

Katmai Ko Kyta

how wonderful!

Kairrun

how

Kama

how much

KaHtiara

for how much

Kapa

black

Kapa-

to look
let's see! Let's have a look!
younger sister of a man;form for a man to address
a younger woman

Kapari Kepeny
Kapbuiztain
KaT

letter

KaT

layer

KumKa Trama

Karapbt
KaTTa-

Peace Corps

to put layers one on another
puff
(postposition) as
to come and go
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to come and go regularly

Ka Trail TypKa qui

when

133apTan

(<Rus.) Mock

Ken-

to come
coming (next) week (month, year)

Kenecid iKyma

Acbm)

KeIBILIIMM

agreement

necessary

KepeK

Keperryy

needed

KeT-

to go away, to leave

Kett

late

Ket133

yesterday

KetIHK-

to be late

Ketimme1343!

don't be late!
evening, in the evening

Kegmfute

Kettxp-

Ketweat3

to excuse (lit.: to let pass)

pardon; I beg your pardon, I am sorry
after (postposition; takes the ablativecase)

lam / KI4R0

a kilogram

Kiinem

carpet

'CHM

who

tam 6onyn
KHp14R1143

as what
to enter, to go in, to come in
please come in

(verbal noun) entering

kqtpyy
311111114

nipyyre Ntynixyx6y

entrance
may I come in?

!amen

book

kaitatne

a little

xwmneKeil
KOH

Kon 3TH

small

sheep
mutton

KOH-

to put down

K011

hand; arm

KonnonK011110Hy11-

KOHIlyKTop

Peace Corps

to use
to be used

(<Rus.) conductor
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KOHOK

guest

KonuepT

(<Rus.) concert

K003

beautiful

KOpK-

to be afraid

K0111

well

K0111 KCIIIIHC143!

you are welcome!

K01110

together

Kep-

to see

KepceT-

to show

Kepym-

to see each other, to meet
good-bye (lit.: until we meet, until we seeeach
other again)

Kepyuncentie
Karl

lake

Ken

much, many

Ke6ypeeK
KOHyll
KO Hy.116yp-

more

heart, mind; intention, wish
to be concerned (lit.: to turn theheart to something
or somebody

Ket18

street

Ky6anbm
Ky6anbruTyy

happiness
with happiness

Ky6ambttrryy6y3

we are glad, pleased

Kynaft

Kynatt 6ytipyca
KynaK

Kynarbm cinne
KypraT-

God
God willing (lit.: if God orders)
ear
I am listening attentively (lit.: my earis with you.)
to dry

KypopT

to be dried
(<German) health resort

Kypc

exchange rate

Kyn

day

Kypytt

rice

KyT-

to wait, to await, to expect

Kypramm-

KyTyn ;Ka TaT

he, she is waiting

Kyryn oTypam

I am waiting

Kytt

Peace Corps

strength
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I
I
I

to get stronger

Kytie-

girl, daughter
to suffer, to meet difficulties
without suffering, without difficulties

Kb13

Kiln Hari-

nalHan6an

value, esteem

kum6aT

dear

nim6artyy

a (the) Kirghiz

Ikuprbin
hitprin TRIM

Kirghiz language
Kirghiz language teacher

Irbiprbt3 TWIN myranxmx

Kirghiz language

Kbiprbma

I

a Chinese

nrran

Chinese language

kirrailma

lemon

J1MMOH

(<Rus.) liter

nwrp

1viM
Mara

it pleases me; I like, I enjoy

Mara ... ;karbm xara-r

II

I

mara cyyk mitttrrrly
man

mannyy
IN4attaa

Imalaria
tvtakcaT

Imakyn
makynmyx

I
I

man
Ma 11 %I

mamnekeTruk
maimitia

mamma kotoyqy ;kep

Peace Corps

.

I got a cold (lit.: the cold touched me)
butter; oil

(adj.) fat (lit.: with butter, oil)
small
article

aim, goal
agreeable
I agree
cattle

cattle-breeder

state (adj.)

car, automobile
parking place
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mamma -rypry3yn6ail-r!

no parking!

main

raisin

meilm4

well, agreed

metImati

guest

meilmalukalla

hotel (lit.: guest house)

men

men otuoutuon oilmitym

I think so

memmtte
Menem

in my opinion,
with (postposition); and

mextmk

private; property

mmxpo-panox

(<Rus.) micro-region

MHH

thousand

myrammt

teacher

mypita

before, previously

mYPYII

before; previously
(adj.) former (lit.: belonging to previous times)

mYPYHKY

mymKyx

possible

mymicyx boric°

if possible

mymtcyli6y

is it possible? may I?

Mblii3aM

law

mbixa

here is (are)

mbn-tuati 6ainka
mbip3a

other than that; in addition, besides
sir, gentlemen

HH
'femme

a (the) German

xempictie

German language

HOmep

(<Russ.) number

Oa
oil

interjection expressing surprise

oii

thought

(amPeace Corps

to think, to consider
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oiHO-

to play

oKy-

to study, to read

OKyT-

to teach

ouryp-ty

teacher

oKYYtIY

°moth'

student
it seems

OH

right

off xarra
oo6a
oopyoopyrt Kan -

on the right

yes
to hurt, to be ill
to get ill

OpTO

middle

opyx

place

oTyp- / oriTyp-

to sit

oTYPYRY3!
0111

please sit down!

city in southern Kirghizstan

ourowtoti 6onco ua

therefore
nevertheless (lit.: even if this is so)

OUI0Hy maim KaTap

nevertheless, despite this

OIlleHTHEI

eo
OKMOT

9KmeTTyKy

government, state
(adj.) belonging to the state

engem

dimension, measurement

03

self

e3y6y3

ourselves

e3yHy3

e3r0H

yourself
a town in the south of Kirghizstan

etcyHyuiTyy!

that's a pity!

epyK

fresh apricot; dried apricot

GC-

to grow

ocymnyi:

plant; vegetable

ecyNtayl:

vegetable oil

OTOTKOH

Peace Corps

to pass

last, past
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eTKen xyma

xcbin)

OTO

past week (month, year)
very

fin
nano

pilaf (a rice dish)

nommnop

tomato

npmnaTm3aumst

(<Rus.) privatization
(<Rus.) program

nporpamma

Pp
peke
peKTOp

(<Rus.) run

(<Rus.) director, president (of institute or
university)

pecTopan

(<Rus.) restaurant

po3a

rose
thank, thanks

paxmaT

Cc
caaT
caaT catibui

hour
every hour

ca6ax an-

at three o'clock
lesson, class
to be taught, to study, to learn (lit.: totake lessons)

ca6aK anrb16bi3 KeneT

we very much want to learn

ca6aK 6ep-

to teach (lit.: to give lessons)

caaT ytrre
ca6ax

ca6H3

carrot

caK 6onyny3

be careful!

canamaT

healthy, well, safe and sound

canaMaTCbI36b1

state of health; everything is fine, well
greeting: How are you? (lit.: Are you healthy?)

canamarra

in health

canamaTtibuibm

canalmarra Kanbuibn

Peace Corps

good-bye (said by the person who is leaving) (lit.:
stay in health)
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canal
canon T

salad

caT-

to sell

caTyrty

salesperson

caTbm-

to be sold

camin an-

to buy

ce3-

to feel

clortmutte

in your opinion

Icon
con xaKra

left

Iconk

ruble

comnyK

I

coona

trade

C93

word
without fail, surely, certainly

(<Russ.) station

IcrmneRram

stipend

cTyneirr

student

Icynyy
cypacypoo

beautiful

to ask
question

cyTKa

twenty-four hours

cyyK

cold

IcytIne-

cytinemIcytineurryK
cyrterume
ICyT
CIA-I-

to speak
to talk with each other; to agree

settled! agreed! (lit.: we agreed)

phrase book
milk

to break, to be broken

TT
Iraanbi-

I

ruble bill

good, beautiful, splendid

CTafiLIHS1

I

on the left

COHyll

Ice3cy3

II

(<Rus.) aircraft, airplane

Ta3a

IPeace Corps

to know (a person); to recognize
pure; clean
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-ran -ram
TaKCH

TaKCH Typyytty xep

very pure
taxi

taxi stand

TaHOH

a kind of coupon used in citytransit

TamaK

food

TamaK

throat

Tan-

to find, to get
not able to find

ra6a an6aTapHX114

historian
taste

Tarryy
Te3

Te3xpeeK

sweet
quick, quickly; rapid, rapidly
quicker

Tertecbon

telephone

Tentrx

that, over there
to touch

THIT

THOM
TOKTO-

ToKTorynyTiy!

language, tongue
linguist; interpreter, translator
to stop
please stop! please make a stop!

ToKy-

to weave; to knot

TOIL

ball

Ton

group, corps, assembly

TO. fle-

to pay

TellIAK

bed

Tponnei#6yc

(<Rus.) trolley-bus

TYP-

Typry3-

to stand; to cost
to erect, to build

Tyyrau

relative; brother

Tyypa

straight; correct

Tyypa atITTb1HbI3

Tyypa
TY3

TyH
TYRrie

Tym

Peace Corps

you said it correctly
width
straight
night

at night

midday
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Tywxy TamaK

yuiTepne
TV-11TV(

Tytu-

lunch

about midday
south (< Tyur "midday")
to fall; (with dative case) to fall into; to enter (a
vehicle)

TyinyxTY111YHYKcY3

TYIIIYHYKTYY

TbItibIH

TbIliti

to understand

it's not understandable, I don't understand
understandable; I see

kopeck
quiet, restful, peaceful; quietness, peacefulness

TbIH14 n-

to disturb

Tb11-111TIAK

peace

Tb11-11-1TIAK To6y

Peace Corps

Yy

111

I
I

y6aKbIT

time

Y3Yll

long, length
to hear, to listen

yKFYI-W3 -1Y!

ynairra 6epinix3t114!

please go on!

ynyT

nation

YslYTTYK

yti yr-

Iynyrnatibi3!
ypmaT

Iypmarrry

I

please listen!

national

to forget

don't forget!
respect
respectful, dear

yuryivlati

like this

Yti-

to fly

TIKYq

pilot

Yy
yil

cow, cattle

home, house

Peace Corps
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yt1-6yne

family

yttnex-

to marry (of a man)

vitriol-trout

those who are married
to learn

YnrYP-

to be in time, to accomplish something in time

ycT

surface
ii-utery

1'1

rlY11

which is on its surface
three
for (postposition)

04)
(Intnapmomst

(<Rus.) concert hall

gag

tea

ttati M H t KeT-

=tamp-

to have a meal (lit.: to drink tea and leave)
to call, to invite

to ring, to call (on the telephone)
xian-

garabtp-

to hit; to cut (with a tool)

(causative) to have cut; to validate a bus ticket

Liam

(postpostion) till, to

get.

edge; suburb; foreign

IICT T1117

foreign language

gottKo

pig

tionnon-Ara

a town on the shores of the Is 1k Kol

Lion

great, important

Lion paxMaT
Lion

many thanks
grass; hay

to go out; to appear (law, newspaper, book, etc.)
tiblryy 311114FM

ghat
1113111 3ife

Peace Corps

exit
true

very true; it's very true
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Ulm
maap
maapxta Azyprigy -rpaHcnop-r

matemambirt xa-r-

mxpell
tubmblp

city

city transit

to hurry

to be hurrying

sweet
smooth; successful

bibI
biKTbiMail

possibly, possible

bipatt

condition, appearance

bipac

true,

blebIK

hot

bIchix-Ken

ISik Kol (Lake ISik, lit.: hot lake)

bleb1K-Ken atimarbnina

in the region of the IA( Kol

3e
3:KC

3;KeKe
3Kert
311

art apanbiK

older sister
respectful form of address for an elderly lady
particle; in statements: indeed (as I know it now); in

questions: I wonder, ...
country, people
international

3ne

particle; emphasizes the preceeding word

3MeC

is not

3MI4

now

3mHe

what

3mmere
31-1

3u coHyH

3pTe

3pTeat
3preH

Peace Corps

why
particle forming superlative
the very best
early

the next day

tomorrow
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3p-rekt Me Hell

early in the morning

3pireakimi

(adj.) tomorrow's
memory; mind

3C

9cmitae XOK

I don't remember

3T

meat

9ti

no ... (as in no one, etc.)
icattax

never

311 y6aKbIT

never

31431:

Peace Corps

long ago
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TERMS OF OCCUPATIONS

xa3yrty

cook
worker
writer

2icypHarimeT

journalist

cryitexT
oxyygy

student
student; pupil

oKyTyytty

teacher

MyranMM

teacher; scholar

caTyytty

salesperson

anyytty

buyer; customer

rapmxtut

historian

DUNN

philologist, linguist

aumo3tty

xymyurgy

HJITvtt

nt3maTicep

pexTop

research worker
rector. director of an institute;president of a
university

6yxranTep

pilot
(<German) book-keeper, accountant

mantut

cattle breeder

EXPRESSIONS OF TIME
Te3

quick

a3mp
a3bip 3.rie

now
not now
right now (at once)

3qxattax

never

Kett

late

Ketimmie

evening, in the evening

Kettee

yesterday

3pTe

3pTeR mexett

early
early in the morning

Kyli

day'

a3btp 3mec

Peace Corps
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TYH

night

Tyalle

at night

cyTKa

twenty-four hours

3pTeH

tomorrow

3pTecu

the next day

6YPcYrYHY

the day after tomorrow

xyma

week

ail

month

year
past week (month, year)

CbIll

OTKOH xyMa

xbin)

KenepKm / Kemal xyma (ati, Na.rn)

coming (next) week (month, year)

THE CALENDAR
Days of the Week
nyttinem6y (Kyny)

Monday

nethnem6u (Kyny)

maptuemat (Kyny)

Tuesday
Wednesday

6eilurem6u (Kyr-1y)

Thursday

ucyma (Kyr-1y)

Friday

mutem6u (Kr-1y)

Saturday

xennem6}1(Kyny)

Sunday

Months of the Year
yirryn ailbt (crimapb)

January

614pmint attu (4)espanb)

February

xanran Kypan (MapT)

March

ttbIH Kypau (anpenb)

April

6yry (mail)

May

KyruKa (mom))
-mice (mom))

June
July

6am oona (aurycT)

August

auk: oona (carrsi6pb)

September

Tory 3nyit aim (OKTA6pb)

October

;KeTWHI4H attbr (H0516pb)

November

6e1.11THH ailm (neKa6pb)

December

Peace Corps
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SIGNS AND DIRECTIONS
TaxcM Typyrty xep

Bus (Trolley) stop
Taxi stand

Kmpyy Ditnirn

Entrance

qbtryy 31113CH

Exit

on yKaKra

on the right

con xarra

on the left

6eT maim / Tyypa

straight ahead

Matuuna Typry3yn6aRT!

No parking

Mamma Ko toytty xep

Parking place

6t4p xaKTyy Acypyui

one-way traffic

Awro6yc (TpOJITien6yC) TOKTOOLly Xep

USEFUL PHRASES IN THE CLASSROOM
:xa3bin 6epuuntat!

please write down!

ailTbut KOloFty3tiy!

please tell!

Amin 6eptuimum!

please tell me!

Kaitranan KoloHy3tiy!

please repeat!

YrYliY3'1Y!

please listen!

oTypyHy3!

please sit down!

ynawra 6epHu43lim!

go on please!

ToKToTyHygity!

please stop!

yHy-matibm!

don't forget!

xattbipaK (KaTyypaK) cyttneHyagy!

please speak slower (louder)!

Ran,' 614p ;Kony oKyHyatty!

please read once more!

COLLOQIAL EXPRESSIONS:
aktaii bipa3b1MbIH

I am very pleased

a6naH Ky6aHambut

I am very glad

aktaH Ky6atimirryymy1

I am very glad

maKynmytt

I agree

meH 01110HROK otinoilym

I think so

03yliy3 &mean

as you like (lit.: you know it yourself)

;Kali 11141114M meHeH

With pleasure!

TytuyHyKTyy

I understand, understandable

Peace Corps
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TymyityKcy3

I don't understand, it's not understandable

caK 6onyity3

Be careful!

laipyyre MyMKyH6y

May I come in?

1...14p141013

Please come in.

xapnam 6epe artap 6ekemmx

May I help (you)?

a6nax asnibrqTyy, &Tot( ...

It is very regretful, but ...

eKynymTyy!

That's a pity!

Ka wa1I KOHyll!

How wonderful!

3cmmae ;KOK

I don't remember

USEFUL WORDS (To Start a Sentence)
an6eTre

Of course,

apKilHe

Of course,

6amatti

Ketimpean

Perhaps,
Possibly, possible
Possibly, possible
True,
By the way,
Well, well then
I know, ... I know ...
Pardon; I beg your pardon, I am sorry

;Kanbin6acam

If I am not mistaken,

memmtte

In my opinion,

mymtcyll
bIKTb1M3ll

bipac

6aca

6anx
614nem, &mem

outoHnott 6onco na,

In your opinion,
Nevertheless, (lit.: even if this is so)

01110Hy mettett Ka-rap

Nevertheless, despite this,

atrKallnati 3ne
atlixanbuibm Tyypa

As one says,
What you said is correct,

Typpa atITT13111bI3

You said it correctly,

nemek

That means,

&wok

But,

6akbrrKa Acapama

Fortunately,
Unfortunately,

CH3HHHxle

6aKbrrKa wapanntail

Peace Corps
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NUMBERS
Cardinals

614p, ...

1 - 6mp

20 - xaatibip&ia, 21 -

2 - 3131

30 - oTy3, 31-oTy3 6Hp, 32 - oTy3 3104, ...

3 - yq

40 - xbtpK, 41- la,ipx. 6Hp, 42 - Ka>ipic, 3134,

4 - TOpT

50 - artyy, 51 - anyy 6Hp, 52 - anyy %of__

5 - 6eur

60 - allTb1MbH11...

6 - 3,11TbI

70 - ;KeTliNINHI

7 - xeTm

80 - ceKcen

8 - cerm3

90 - TOKCOH

9 - Tory3

100 - xy3, 101 - Xy3 6Hp, 120 - 3K y3 xbitimprma

10 -OH

1000 - (6mp)111,1H

11 - OH 6Hp

1000000 - NIKHHOH (<Rus.)

12 - OH 3KLI,

0 - HOH ( <Russ.)

Ordinals

Ordinals are regularly formed by adding +(m)iftuf1+(b0Htim > +(y)w=ry 1+(y)tly to the
cardinals:
6np+knitin

first

airrbi+nqbi

sixth

Tory3-1-ymqy

ninth

OH TOpT-f-yrigy

fourteenth

Dates
Dates of years are stated in full numbers (not as inEnglish nineteen ninety three). The last

number takes the ordinal suffix, e.g.:
the year 1992

6Hp NH4F; Tory3 Xy3 TOKCOH ytiv-my ;Kbm

Peace Corps
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SHORT LIST OF SOURCE MATERIALS IN ENGLISH
ON KIRGHIZ LANGUAGE, HISTORY, AND CULTURE

I.

KIRGHIZ LANGUAGE

Dictionaries (none available in Kirghiz-English or English-Kirghiz):

A)

Kirgizsko-Russkiy Slovar', (Kirghiz-RussianDictionary) prepared by K.K. Yudaxin,
Moscow, 1965 (40,000 words).
by E.
Kirgiz Tilinin Tiisfindiinno Sozdiigii,(Explanatory Dictionary of Kirghiz) edited
Abduldaev, D. Isaev, et.al., Bishkek, 1969.

B) Readers and Grammars:
and
Raymond J. Herbert, Kirghiz Manual. Indiana University Publications, Uralic
misprints
IN.,
1963
(out
of
print;
contains
many
Altaic Series, Vol. 33, Bloomington,
and mistakes).
use Laude-Cirtautas, Intoduction toKirghiz (Grammar, texts, dialogues,exercises
and glossary), in preparation.
Stefan Wurm, "The (Kara) KirghizLanguage," BSOS 13:1 (1949), pp. 97-120.

Hu Zhen-hua, Guy Imart, A KirghizReader. Indiana University, ResearchInstitute
from
for Inner Asian Studies, Bloomington,IN., 1989 (presents Kirghiz texts
Includes
also
various linguistic levels and historicalperiods with English translation.
texts from the Kirghiz in Afghanistan and Xinjiang (China).

C)

Studies on Various Aspects of the Kirghiz Language:

use Laude-Cirtautas, "Blessings andCurses in Kazakh and Kirghiz," Central
Asiatic Journal, 18:1 (1974), pp.9-22.
use Laude-Cirtautas, "On Necessitativeand Related Forms in the TurkicLanguages,"
Central Asiatic Journal, 22:1 (1978), pp.44-70.

use Laude-Cirtautas, "On SomeLexical and Morphological Particularitiesof
Literary Kazakh, Kirghiz and Uzbek," Central Asiatic Journal,
19:4 (1975), pp. 287-306.
Kazakh,
Use Laude-Cirtautas, "PreliminaryNotes on Taboo and Euphemism in
Kirghiz and Uzbek," Altaica Collecta. Berichte and Vortrage der XVIIPermanent
International Altaistic Conference 3-8Juni 1974 in Bonn /Bad Honnef
(Wiesbaden, 1976), pp. 173-190.
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Use Laude-Cirtautas, "Terms of Endearmentin the Speech of the Kazakh Elders,"
Central Asiatic Journal 23:1(1979), pp. 84-95(contains also material in regard to Kirghiz
terms of address).

J. Benzing, "Kirghiz Proverbs from theSphere of Family Life," Journal of theRoyal
Asiatic Society, parts 3-4 (1948), pp. 131-141.

II.

HISTORY
W. Barthold, "Kirghiz," in Encyclopedia ofIslam, New Edition, Vol. 5,
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